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Evaluated nuclear data uncertainties reported in the literature or archived in data libraries are
often perceived as unrealistic, most often because they are thought to be too small. The impact of this
issue in applied nuclear science has been discussed widely in recent years. Commonly suggested causes
are: poor estimates of specific error components, neglect of uncertainty correlations, and overlooked
known error sources. However, instances have been reported where very careful, objective assessments
of all known error sources have been made with realistic error magnitudes and correlations provided,
yet the resulting evaluated uncertainties still appear to be inconsistent with observed scatter of
predicted mean values. These discrepancies might be attributed to significant unrecognized sources
of uncertainty (USU) that limit the accuracy to which these physical quantities can be determined,
and in some way they need to be incorporated into the evaluation procedures. The objective of our
work has been to develop procedures for revealing and including USU estimates in nuclear data
evaluations involving experimental input data. This effort led to our suggesting that the presence of
USU indeed may be revealed, and estimates of magnitudes made, through quantitative analyses. This
paper identifies several specific clues that can be explored by evaluators in identifying the existence
of USU. It then describes some numerical procedures we have introduced to generate quantitative
estimates of USU magnitudes. Key requirements for these procedures to be viable are that sufficient
numbers of data points be available, for statistical reasons, and that additional supporting information
about the measurements be provided by the experimenters. Several realistic examples are described
here to illustrate these procedures and demonstrate their outcomes. Limitations of these procedures
are also discussed and illustrated by realistic examples. Our work strongly supports the view that
USU is an important issue in nuclear data evaluation, with significant consequences for applications,
and that this topic warrants further investigation by the nuclear science community.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gathering and analysis of information with the objec-
tives of reaching conclusions and generating recommen-
dations is a characteristically human endeavor. However,
flawed outcomes attributable to inadequate or incomplete
information, or to distortions arising from biased treat-
ment of the data, unfortunately are far too common.
The Greek philosopher Aristotle (384–322 B.C.E) [1]
expressed the view that ... a mark of the educated man
is to demand accuracy only to the degree that the subject
matter permits ... . Over 2,300 years later, humans still
grapple with finding the best objective, practical ways to
achieve this goal in various circumstances.
Although in some dispute, C.F. Gauss (1777–1855) [2]
supposedly first proposed the concept of un-weighted
least-squares estimation as a means to provide the best
quantitative value for a single variable from a collection
of many representative values. The evolution of quanti-
tative data evaluation (i.e., uncertainty quantification –
UQ) methodologies from Gauss’s time onward has tracked
the development of statistical methods to a considerable
degree. The literature is rich with expositions of various
proposed methods and applications in many fields, e.g.,
refer to [3].
This paper provides a brief overview of contemporary
evaluation methodology, including complete UQ. The em-
phasis is on deficiencies related to frequent insufficiency
of required input information, with the possible need for
considering unrecognized sources of uncertainties in nu-
clear data experiments. Some methods for compensating
for these deficiencies are suggested and examples are pro-
vided in this paper.
II. UNCERTAINTIES IN DATA EVALUATION
A. Parameter Estimation
This section offers a brief overview of the fundamental
principles of statistical parameter estimation.
A set of measured observables y with reported mea-
surement uncertainties u is assumed to be described by
a model function f(x;θ) of independent variables x and
parameters θ. The statistical model that applies for this
case can be written as
yi = f(xi;θ) + εi + ηi (1)
2
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where εi and ηi are realizations of random variables, un-
correlated between i for εi, and correlated for ηi. The
sum εi + ηi is again a random variable, often, but not
necessarily, considered to be jointly normally distributed,
with mean zero and a combined covariance matrix C, and
f(xi;θ) is the calculated equivalent of the experimental
value yi.
The likelihood function L(θ|y,C), of the model param-
eters θ, given the observed data y and the covariance ma-
trix C, is the joint probability density function of ε+ η.
Multiplied by the prior probability P (θ), and after nor-
malization, it is equivalent to the Bayesian posterior distri-
bution. The maximum of the likelihood L corresponds to
those parameters θˆ that make the data y most probable.
A non-informative prior P (θ) = 1 is often used in ad-
justment procedures where all data are used simultane-
ously. Inclusion of prior information is an important as-
pect of the procedures commonly used in nuclear data
evaluation, where datasets are added to a previous ad-
justment procedure. In such a case the posterior of the
previous dataset evaluation can be used as a prior. Then,
only the new dataset, in combination with this prior, is
employed in forming the new posterior function that de-
fines the revised evaluation..
The maximum likelihood method can be used to es-
timate any parameter in a model describing the data,
including parameters in the covariance matrix. In a fre-
quently used case, we want to estimate only parameters
of a model (or proxy) function. Then in the case of Gaus-
sian distributions for εi and ηi, the likelihood function L
is proportional to exp(−χ2/2), with
χ2 = (y − f(x; θ))T C−1 (y − f(x; θ)) . (2)
Bold f is a vector generated by model function f . Finding
those values θˆ of the parameters θ which maximize the
likelihood L is the same as minimizing χ2. This minimum
is found by solving dχ2/dθ = 0, and the lower bound of
its variance, if the estimator θˆ is unbiased, is given by the
expectation value E{− 12 (d2χ2/dθ2)−1}.
If the likelihood function L is a multivariate Gaussian,
and in addition the model function f(x;θ) is linear in its
parameters θ, the chi-square minimization becomes the
method of linear least squares minimization [3]. Equat-
ing the first derivatives to zero, as required to find the
maximum likelihood solution θˆ, results in a solvable set
of equations with a unique solution.
Also the second derivatives can be obtained in a way
that lends itself readily to straightforward computations,
resulting in the covariance matrix Cθ of the fitted parame-
ters. Further simplifications are possible if C is a diagonal
matrix (uncorrelated uncertainties) since derivation of the
inverted covariance matrix C−1 is trivial.
B. Estimation of the Mean, Outliers and
Uncertainties
In this section, we forgo the more general treatment of
Sect. II A in order to illustrate certain important mathe-
matical features that are encountered in parameter esti-
mation.
A case that is frequently encountered in practice is the
estimation of a single physical quantity µ from a collec-
tion of measured values yi with reported uncertainties
ui. Here the model function does not depend on x and
the parameters θ consist of a single parameter µ, i.e.,
f(x;θ) ≡ µ. Assuming no correlations in the measure-
ment uncertainties, i.e., ηi = 0, the statistical model de-
scribing the relation between the observations yi and the
real true value µ then assumes the following simple form:
yi = µ+ εi . (3)
If normal distributions N (0, u2i ) are assumed for the ran-
dom variables εi, we can immediately obtain an estimate
µˆ for µ by equating the derivative of Eq. (2) to zero. This
estimate is the well-known weighted mean µˆ =
∑
yi/u
2
i∑
1/u2i
.
For the variance we obtain var(µˆ) = 1∑
1/u2i
. And if all n
values of ui are equal to the same single value u, these ex-
pressions become µˆ =
∑
yi/n, and var(µˆ) = u
2/n. Since
this estimator is biased, usually the unbiased estimator
var(µˆ) = u2/(n− 1) is used.
In both cases the variance of the mean tends to zero if n
tends to infinity. For a non-diagonal matrix C, analytical
expressions can still be found for µˆ and var(µˆ), but solving
Eq. (2) by numerical means is often less cumbersome.
When the degree of correlation exceeds a critical value,
depending on the data, it may cause the well-known ef-
fect that the resulting mean lies outside the data interval
and its uncertainty decreases, see for example [4]. In the
field of nuclear data this phenomenon is also known as
Peelle’s Pertinent Puzzle (PPP) [5]. This effect is mainly
related to an incorrectly constructed covariance matrix
from measurement observables, which may suggest that
the used statistical model is not adequate to describe the
data [6–9]. As a practical matter, in nuclear data evalu-
ation physically unreasonable evaluated results may be
generated by the least-squares method in certain extreme
cases (strong correlations and discrepant input data) if
no compensation for PPP is applied.
Several comments are worthwhile mentioning: The ex-
pectation value for the χ2 quantity of Eq. (2) equals the
number of degrees of freedom n− 1. Therefore, a strong
deviation of χ2 from n − 1, especially for larger values
of n, is a strong indication that either the uncertain-
ties ui are over- (χ
2/(n − 1)  1) or under-estimated
(χ2/(n − 1)  1). The expectation value of χ2 is also
the basis of a method suggested in this work to account
for unrecognized uncertainties, either by scaling the mea-
surement uncertainties ui by a common factor [10], or by
adding in quadrature a common uncertainty, in such a
way that χ2/(n− 1) is artificially forced to become 1. A
more frequently used approach is to split the distributions
ε into groups that can be parameterized by a normal dis-
tribution directly from experimental uncertainties ui. As
an example we cite Ref. [11], where such a procedure is
used to describe one-parameter discrepant data.
A second point to consider is the fact that the vari-
ances of the distributions of ε2i and η
2
i , or more generally,
the elements of the covariance matrix C, are not known.
Commonly the measurement uncertainties u2i , which are
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usually the only available estimates, correspond only to
the diagonal elements, but these estimates are biased,
as pointed out in, for example Ref. [12]. The unbiased
estimate u2i (n − 1)/(n − 3) can be used instead, so the
difference is sizeable only for small n. Nevertheless, it is
important to be aware that in practice the covariance
matrix C can serve only to approximate the statistical
information of the underlying joint probability distribu-
tion since the higher moments of the probability density
function are neglected.
But the most important issue to stress is that experi-
mental datasets considered for nuclear data evaluation are
often not statistically ideal. The process of UQ is usually
not straightforward. Also, not all uncertainties (known
or unknown) are reported. In addition u may vary over
the years, between laboratories, or with respect to the
used experimental methodologies. However, it has been
demonstrated that in specially designed interlaboratory
comparisons, often for single physical quantities, such con-
ditions can be optimized and mastered [13–17].
Before undertaking a nuclear data evaluation, it is of
utmost importance that values, uncertainties and corre-
lations are adjusted and corrected where possible and
warranted. The identification of outliers is an essential
part of such a procedure. For a single quantity, out-
liers are usually defined by considering a standard score
which is a relative difference between yi and µˆ. The ratio
ri = (yi − µˆ)/
√
(u2i + var(µˆ)), see for example Ref. [18]
and similar definitions [19–21], is easy to use. A score be-
yond this definition for an outlier must be documented if
values are discarded. Only when data are still inconsistent
after rejecting such outlier data points does it make sense
to search for hidden or unrecognized uncertainties.
III. DEFICIENCIES IN CONTEMPORARY
DATA EVALUATION
While the mathematical methods (algorithms and for-
mulas) used in conventional metrology for establishing
best values and uncertainties are similar to those used
for nuclear data evaluation work, e.g., as discussed in
Sect. II, and they are both based on discerning proper-
ties of underlying probability distributions, the concep-
tual underpinnings of the work is quite different in these
two fields. Conventional metrology, for the most part, as-
sumes that the statistical properties of data sets are to be
based entirely on objective observations, in particular on
sufficiently many observations, under tightly controlled
conditions, so that the populations from which the statis-
tical samples are drawn can be assumed to be stable and
the usual rules of statistics to be fully applicable. Adher-
ence to the requirement of fulfilling such conditions is an
approach often labeled as Frequentist. On the other hand,
nuclear data evaluators rarely have the luxury of enjoy-
ing such ideal conditions. They must rely on databases
that may involve both observational and theoretical input
information as well as limited sample sizes, incomplete-
ness, and indirect information. This real world situation in
data evaluation is consistent with a conceptual approach
to statistics known as Bayesian, i.e., one where the worth
and quality of available information is assessed in terms
of perceived degrees of confidence.
Evaluation techniques employed by the nuclear data
community tended to be relatively unsophisticated until
around the mid-1970’s when motivation to improve these
methods was stimulated by the need for the nuclear energy
and radiation dosimetry data user communities to satisfy
emerging stricter quantitative control of cost, reliability,
and safety factors. There are two fundamental aspects of
contemporary nuclear data evaluation that must be ex-
amined in this context: evaluation methods and features
of the included input data to be evaluated. Consequences
of deficiencies in both areas must be considered. These
issues are discussed briefly in this paper.
A. Method Deficiencies
In addition to the discussion in Sect. II, expositions on
nuclear data evaluation methodology during preceding
decades can be found in a monograph by Smith [3], in
review papers by Capote et al. [22] and by Smith and
Otuka [23], and elsewhere, e.g., as mentioned in a com-
prehensive report of the NEA WPEC SG-24 [24].
It was not unusual for evaluated data sets in the early
years of nuclear data evaluation (prior to the 1970’s) to
consist of numbers read visually from smooth eye guides
drawn through experimental data points that were hand
plotted on graph paper, with limited consideration given
to their relative uncertainties (if such information was
even available). No statistical analyses were incorporated
in producing such subjective results.
The most commonly employed nuclear data evalua-
tion approach in use today is the generalized least-square
method, e.g., see [25–29]. One manifestation of the mathe-
matical formulation of this method is summarized briefly
in Sect. II of this paper, so this will not be repeated in
this section. A variant of this approach to fitting smooth
curves to data that is based on Pade´ polynomials [31–33]
has also been employed, especially in Russia, e.g., see [34–
36]. This method is described further in Sect. V C 2.
More recently, stochastic evaluation methods that rely
on Monte Carlo sampling have been suggested and inves-
tigated by several researchers in the nuclear data field,
e.g., see UMC-G [37, 38], BFMC [39], UMC-B [40], and
BMC [41]. For the reason mentioned above, nowadays,
nuclear data evaluation is largely based on Bayesian ap-
proaches that enable simultaneous consideration of both
model-predicted values (if needed for completeness) and
experimental data, as well as correlations among all these
data. Many usages of these evaluation techniques have
been published, including applications to large amount
of data (e.g., see Refs. [42, 43]). Practical implementa-
tion of these sophisticated quantitative evaluation proce-
dures has been facilitated by the rapid growth of readily-
accessible, inexpensive computer power following Moore’s
Law [44].
One least-squares approach that appeared in 1981 orig-
inated from the work of Poenitz [45, 46]. It was directed
primarily towards evaluation of Neutron Cross-section
Standards, which is based on a comprehensive experimen-
tal database. In addition to introducing a method that
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relies on weighted least-squares averaging, including corre-
lations, Poenitz developed the original version of computer
code GMA to fit all types of cross sections (absolute and
shape), their ratios, spectrum-averaged cross sections and
thermal constants in one full analysis. The GMA code
and its accompanying database of archived experimen-
tal values are applicable to evaluation of the Neutron
Cross-section Standards. The original code GMA was
utilized to generate the ENDF/B-VI Standards [47, 48].
This computational capability has been updated over the
ensuing years and it remains in use today. The GMA in-
put database continues to expand steadily as new and
updated experimental data become available. A revised
version of GMA (denoted by GMAP) was developed by
V.G. Pronyaev [49] at the IAEA. It has been employed
in performing the two most recent widely adopted eval-
uations of the neutron cross-section standards library,
the IAEA Standards 2006 [50] (adopted as ENDF/B-VII
Standards [50, 51]) and the IAEA Standards 2017 [52],
which were adopted as ENDF/B-VIII Standards [53].
An empirical “fix” (algorithm) that compensates for
PPP (discussed in Sect. II) in a practical way was sug-
gested by Chiba and Smith [54]. This algorithm was in-
corporated in code GMAP. Since this revised version has
been used exclusively in the Neutron Standards evalua-
tion work since 2003, henceforth in this paper the code
and accompanying database will be referred to by the
new name GMAP. However, the reader should be aware
that the name GMA is still widely used by some individu-
als in reference to even the revised version. As is evident
from the discussion in Sect. II, the least-squares method
is an inherently linear formalism that can generate signif-
icantly biased results when large input data uncertainties
are involved and there exist non-linear relationships be-
tween the input data and derived values for observable
quantities, e.g., as may happen when ratio data are in-
cluded [37]. Suggestions for dealing with nonlinear effects
within the framework of Bayesian evaluation theory are
being explored, but they have been implemented only in
a few cases, e.g., see [40].
In most practical situations, most contemporary evalua-
tion methods yield acceptable results if adequate, reliable
input data are available, i.e., when modest uncertainties
and mostly non-discrepant data are incorporated. So, de-
ficiencies in evaluation methodology are not the most
serious concerns facing contemporary nuclear data evalu-
ators.
B. Data Deficiencies
The most pressing concern faced by contemporary nu-
clear data evaluators is how to deal with inadequacy of
the input data to be evaluated, both with respect to reli-
ability and completeness. This unfortunate situation per-
sists in spite of considerable effort expended by the nu-
clear science community over many decades to acquire
and compile comprehensive databases of experimental
values [55]. While this concern encompasses both theoret-
ical and experimental information, the focus in this paper
is on experimental data.
Experimental input data used in evaluations need to
be statistically consistent (i.e., largely free of problem-
atic outliers), and generated from analyses of measured
results that incorporate accurate and inclusive modeling
of the relationships between the quantities that actually
are measured and those that are sought to be obtained
indirectly from the raw data (derived results). Estimated
uncertainty magnitudes and reported correlations need
to be reasonable as well as comprehensive. Data provided
by experimenters, and archived in original form in publi-
cations or computer-accessible data repositories, e.g., in
EXFOR [55], are considered to be raw data. Raw data
usually need to be adjusted to be consistent with con-
temporary standards and fundamental nuclear properties
such as decay parameters [56–58] (half lives and branching
ratios, etc.). Additionally, a comprehensive UQ exercise
should be undertaken. This is a point that will be stressed
in the whole paper. As mentioned in Sect. II, rarely can
experimental data published by original authors be ac-
cepted by evaluators directly as reported, especially if
many years have transpired since the measurements were
performed. Consequently, it is the responsibility of eval-
uators to revise the input data used in their evaluations,
as needed, and to insure that the information is compre-
hensive. Otherwise, the results of these evaluations are
likely to be flawed and misleading.
While evaluators are limited in what they can do if they
consider only reported experimental data uncertainties,
which often are incomplete, progress can be made if they
are able to supplement this information with estimates
of required uncertainties and correlations obtained from
templates of suggested values generated through the col-
lective experiences of other experimenters and evaluators
in the field, e.g., see [59–63]. This may lead to an evalua-
tor choosing either to alter the uncertainties provided in
the literature for certain data or to outright reject those
data that, in their opinion, are of such poor quality (e.g.,
seriously discrepant) that their inclusion in the evalua-
tion process would lead to unacceptable distortions in the
evaluated results (e.g., see the case of Staples data [64]
in 239Pu(n,f) Prompt Fission Neutron Spectra (PFNS)
evaluation [65]).
In evaluating the IAEA Standards (2009) [50, 51], a
reasonable value for the evaluated solution chi square per
degree of freedom was obtained by including outlying un-
certainties with medium energy range correlation and in-
creasing the uncertainties of apparent outlier data points
based on the observed differences between the actual data
points and the prior (assumed to be the previously evalu-
ated mean value). These adjustments to the uncertainty
values were made whenever the differences from the evalu-
ation were more than two sigma for a single point or more
than one sigma for two or more consecutive energy points.
The changes in the cross-section mean values resulting
from this procedure were small because the discrepant
points usually exhibited large uncertainties and therefore
had limited influence on the evaluated mean values.
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C. Consequences of Deficiencies
A specific concern that emerged a while ago (for Neu-
tron Standards this issue was raised at CSWEG in 1991)
relates to the topic of unrealistically low evaluated uncer-
tainties. Strong reduction of uncertainties was observed
for R-matrix model fits, especially for cross-section data
fitted with small numbers of parameters (uncertainties
as small as 0.02% were observed for 6Li(n,t) in the 1/v
energy range). Expert assessment based on assumed nor-
mal probability population statistics (the so called “2/3
rule”) was used to increase uncertainties. This issue was
addressed explicitly in papers by Gai [66, 67] and by
Badikov and Gai [68]. Of particular concern is the impact
of this phenomenon on the standards evaluations [50–53].
Pronyaev [69] has explored the matter of too-low uncer-
tainties that appears to arise when model fitting is used
in evaluating data rather than basing evaluations solely
on experimental data. The concern for too-low uncertain-
ties has also been raised in several papers presented at
four workshops during the past decade that were devoted
to nuclear data covariances [70–73], as well as being dis-
cussed in numerous additional reports, theses, conference
proceedings, and published papers. While it remains an
open area of research, an emerging consensus view in the
nuclear data community is that this effect is primarily re-
lated to deficiencies in the input data rather than to eval-
uation methods, provided that evaluators incorporate the
available capabilities provided by these methods properly.
This phenomenon can be attributed to under-estimation
of experimental data uncertainties (for various reasons)
and, in many instances, also to inadequate consideration
of uncertainty data correlations [74, 75].
What harm can be done if evaluations generate small
uncertainties? Of course there is no harm, only benefits,
as long as these predicted uncertainties are realistic and
truly reflect the quality of the underlying data being evalu-
ated. Otherwise, if the estimated uncertainties are indeed
too small, there is a danger that users of these evaluated
data will be misled into thinking that the quality of the
provided information is better than it really is. This can
have serious consequences for analyses of cost, reliability,
and safety when these data are employed in modeling
nuclear systems and/or in making predictions. Of course,
if the evaluated uncertainties are too large relative to the
uncertainties of the underlying data, this too can have
important implications. Then, it may happen that costly
and time consuming effort might be devoted to improv-
ing the quality of the underlying data when it would not
be warranted if the evaluation had produced results that
represented the data properly. Clearly, the goal of proper
data evaluation is to produce realistic results that rep-
resent the available underlying data well. As mentioned
above, we should be reminded of Aristotle’s observation
that was expressed long ago [1].
IV. UNRECOGNIZED SOURCES OF
UNCERTAINTIES (USU )
It can happen that no matter how hard evaluators at-
tempt to apply rigorous evaluation procedures faithfully,
and to track down, adjust, and include all the different
sources of uncertainty known to them (including their
correlations) for the various experiments considered, the
resulting evaluated uncertainties may still appear to be
inconsistent with the input data, and thus will be per-
ceived as unacceptable by data users. Most often, these
evaluated uncertainties are perceived as being too small,
as mentioned above.
The present investigation focuses on scenarios where
concerns for too-small uncertainties arise. Then, addi-
tional, non-specific sources of uncertainty may need to
be postulated, and values estimated and introduced into
the evaluation process, in order to address such per-
ceived deficiencies in these evaluations. In this paper
they are referred to by the term Unrecognized Sources
of Uncertainties (USU ), e.g., see [53]. It is important to
understand that when the term USU is mentioned by
itself in this paper, it refers to the concept rather than
to a specific uncertainty value. If it is the value that is
being discussed, then it should be stated that it is the
”magnitude of the USU contribution”. Also, note that
we prefer to use “(S)ources” rather than “(S)ystematic”
in the acronym USU, since both correlated or uncorre-
lated unrecognized sources of uncertainty have been iden-
tified as elaborated below, although the reader needs to
be aware that the term USU frequently has been used by
other authors solely in the context of systematic uncer-
tainties. This issue will arise if an evaluator can think of
no known sources of uncertainty that could be included
to remedy the problem of too-small evaluated mean-value
uncertainties, or when an evaluator concludes that other
possible known sources of uncertainty are simply too dif-
ficult to estimate objectively in the given circumstances.
Here, we should mention another insightful observation
from Aristotle [1]: ... Only the man on the spot can de-
cide whether the bread is properly cooked ... . So, USU are
those which must be added to the uncertainty budget of
an evaluation when no other practical options seem to be
available to the evaluator to permit reasonable evaluated
uncertainties to be generated based on consideration of
known uncertainty sources. Of course, the challenge is to
determine how this should be accomplished in a reason-
able and consistent manner.
A. USU Historical Background
As mentioned before, there has been a long history of
criticism of nuclear data evaluated uncertainties, in par-
ticular of the Neutron Standards’ uncertainties as being
underestimated. The main problem in the case of evalua-
tions based on primarily experimental data (as is the case
of Neutron Standards) remains in the realm of properly
estimating correlations between the input experimental
data. The proposed unrecognized uncertainty-estimation
method [66, 68] addresses this problem, and it is equiv-
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alent to the determination of hidden uncertainties. The
method has been applied to cross-section evaluations in
the Neutron Cross Section Standards project [50–52], and
it has been also used to evaluate the uncertainties of the
latest release of the Russian evaluated nuclear data library
BROND–3 [76, 77].
In Ref. [36] it was written: This method allows the de-
termination of experimental systematic uncertainties that
have been underestimated by their authors, and some im-
plicit correlations of the data can also be obtained. Ad-
ditional systematic and statistical uncertainties of each
experimental study are determined in accordance with the
observed distribution of the data around the calculated
mean value [66]. Application of the method is based on
the iterative procedure of minimizing the mean squares
deviations with the assessed statistical and systematic un-
certainties.
The unrecognized uncertainty-estimation method [66,
68] inspired the introduction of USU in the latest Neutron
Data Standards [52]. In the Neutron Standards publica-
tion we have defined the unrecognized (or unknown) sys-
tematic uncertainty as a practical minimum uncertainty
that can be achieved using a given measuring method (or
measuring tool). No matter how many times the measure-
ments are repeated, if we use the same method, we cannot
get a result with lower uncertainty [52].
For the Neutron Standards evaluation, each of the cross
sections evaluated had the normalization for absolute mea-
surements analyzed statistically (considering weights) to
obtain the standard deviation of that distribution. De-
rived standard deviation was regarded as an additional
component of the unrecognized systematic uncertainty.
The assumption was made [52] that the unrecognized sys-
tematic uncertainty is not energy dependent. While this
approximation was valid for data partially evaluated by
the R-matrix theory1, where the normalization of experi-
mental data relied on the unitarity of the formalism, the
situation is different for other cross sections of neutron-
induced reactions on heavy elements. In the latter case the
approximation of USU as an energy independent quantity
may be questionable, but it was introduced in the stan-
dards evaluation as a first approximation toward deriving
more realistic uncertainty estimates.
Even though it has been demonstrated that inclusion
of energy dependent USU values results in an added
need to iterate the generalized least-squares (GLS) pro-
cedure in performing an evaluation [78], it is worth not-
ing that the increased uncertainties derived for quantities
like the 239Pu fission cross sections generally have been
justified by using independent methods (e.g., the PUBs
estimate [74]).
B. USU Definition and Characteristics
It is important that a clear definition of USU be pro-
vided as the basis for further discussions in this paper:
1 Eventually all data are combined in the GLS fit.
Definition: USU are those uncertainties for which one
has no or only limited idea of their cause (at present),
and that limit the accuracy and precision of quantifying
an observable.
We should keep in mind that it’s meaningless to discuss
a systematic USU if only one experimental data point is
available for a particular physical process. Furthermore,
there is no possibility to identify a systematic USU effect
if all the available data correspond to just one experiment,
no matter the number of data points within it.
Taking into account the existence of USU, the rela-
tionship between the measured values yi associated with
potentially different observables and the underlying true
value µ for one experiment, leads us to write down the
following equation which is an extension of Eq. (3):
yi = µ+ εi + ηi + δi . (4)
This formulation could be easily generalized to multiple
measurements K by introducing an additional index (k).
This will be omitted for clarity in the ensuing discussion.
The difference between the measured values yi and the
true value µ is given as the sum of various errors. The er-
ror due to a finite counting statistics is denoted as εi and
the error due to recognized systematic effects, such as the
detector efficiency, as ηi. The error due to USU is denoted
as δi. These quantities are all considered as random vari-
ables. The errors ηi and δi of different measurements can
be correlated, e.g., if the measurements were performed
using the same detector or the same sample. It is notewor-
thy that only the measured values yi are known and the
values of all other variables are uncertain and therefore
have to be estimated using statistical assumptions. For
instance, if the yi represent the measured values corrected
for recognized systematic errors, a reasonable and com-
mon assumption is that the most likely ηi is zero. Even
though it is not necessary to do so from a statistical point
of view, it is usually assumed that the random variables
ηi, εi, and δi are governed by normal distributions, which
leads to a simplified mathematical treatment. Depending
on the case, this choice may be motivated either by the
central limit theorem, the principle of maximum entropy,
or the fact that the normal distribution is the limit of sev-
eral distributions, such as the Poisson distribution, e.g.,
see Refs. [3, 23].
Report JCGM 100:2008 [79] from the Bureau Inter-
national des Poids et Mesures is a well-known guide to
uncertainty quantification (UQ) for experimental mea-
surements in the field of metrology and, while it is a useful
reference for present purposes, its recommendations do
not always apply in the case of nuclear data evaluation. As
mentioned earlier in this paper, the latter often involves
employing Bayesian prescriptions that combine available
data, which may consist of both experimental and theoret-
ically derived information, while in conventional metrol-
ogy the data are assumed to be entirely observational in
nature and sufficiently comprehensive to enable reliable
probabilistic treatments of particular measurement pro-
cesses without having to resort to prior assumptions, e.g.,
see [3].
Report JCGM 100:2008 [79] categorizes uncertainty
sources as belonging to one or the other of two basic
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types: One type consists of those uncertainties that po-
tentially can be estimated objectively by analyses of exper-
iments performed under controlled conditions (sometimes
referred to as Type A). The other type consists of uncer-
tainties that are more subjective and are NOT readily
determined by objective procedures (sometimes referred
to as Type B). Uncertainties belonging to both of these
categories are characterized by underlying probability dis-
tributions [79], according to the Bayesian interpretation
of probability [3]. It should be understood that these two
categories refer to the methods by which these uncertain-
ties are determined and NOT by how they are actually
involved in specific UQ situations.
USU are experimental uncertainty sources whose es-
timated magnitudes must be determined based on the
experience of experimenters and evaluators. It should be
noted that Report JCGM 100:2008 [79] clearly indicates
that what it considers to be USU are completely indeter-
minable (unknowable). As mentioned earlier, nuclear data
evaluators, motivated by practical necessities, must pro-
ceed, albeit cautiously, beyond this STOP sign! This ob-
servation is fully consistent with the discussion in Sect. II
that points out differences in how uncertainties are ap-
proached in traditional metrology and in nuclear data
evaluation work.
With respect to their influence, USU can be either cor-
related or uncorrelated, depending on the circumstances.
Fully correlated USU will determine the lowest possi-
ble accuracy to which it is possible to determine a cer-
tain physical quantity by a particular experimental tech-
nique due to unknown bias-inducing effects. Uncorrelated
USU may contribute in a quasi-random way to unex-
plained scatter in measured data when it is assumed by
the experimenter that the measurement procedures are
well understood and under control. This may occur be-
cause of unrecognized instabilities in the experimental
apparatus. Uncorrelated USU will certainly limit achiev-
able precision, and possibly the attainable accuracy as
well.
C. Clues of USU in Experimental Data
Let us assume that after performing the evaluation
procedures discussed in the preceding paragraphs of this
section, an evaluator arrives subjectively at the conclusion
that evaluated uncertainties generated without considera-
tion of USU are unrealistically small, and that additional
USU contributions should be included. Clues that will
support objectively an evaluator’s intuitive view regard-
ing the need to consider including USU contributions are
discussed below.
Before examining these clues, it should be pointed out
that if there exists a correlated bias (referred to tradition-
ally as a systematic bias) that extends in the same manner
across all available and included physics input data sets
relevant to a particular evaluation (e.g., as a multiplica-
tive shift of all these data), it will be impossible for an
evaluator to suspect the presence of this bias (and, thus,
a need to consider sources of USU ) solely on an examina-
tion of these physics input data. Only when the evaluated
data are employed in particular application simulations,
where calculated and measured derived system observ-
ables are compared (C/E), might the existence of such a
bias in the input data likely become evident, e.g., see [80].
An additional indication of bias could emerge from the
comparison of a completely different type of experiments
that measure the same physical quantity (e.g., capture
cross section measured by TOF vs AMS, see Sect. V E 4).
For example, suppose hypothetically that the evaluated
physics data applicable to calculation of the criticality
parameter keff for a particular nuclear reactor are very
well known, with a single exception being the neutron
multiplicity ν, and that the computational model and
simulation procedures also are assumed to be precise and
accurate, e.g., see [78, 81, 82]. Furthermore, let’s postu-
late that a significant discrepancy does exist between the
currently accepted value of ν and its true value. Then,
the calculated criticality parameter keff will differ from
the measured one, and existence of the ν data discrep-
ancy may be revealed. Unfortunately, such sources of un-
certainty that produce biases in application simulations
rarely manifest themselves with such transparency in re-
alistic situations.
Additionally, we should mention that ideally before
looking for USU related effects an evaluator is expected
to:
1. remove outliers,
2. undertake a full UQ estimation exercise using avail-
able experimental information, and including the
guidance of a template to estimate potentially miss-
ing uncertainties.
Here are some well-defined clues that point to the need
for an evaluator to consider USU contributions in an
evaluation:
Clue 1:
If the spread of input data values is such that limited
overlap of the uncertainty bars is observed in the plot-
ted data points, this is a qualitative clue that additional
unaccounted-for uncertainty sources, i.e., USU, may need
to be included in the evaluation process.
Clue 2:
A quantitative clue that USU need to be considered
is manifested when a calculated global chi-square-per-
degree-of-freedom parameter (χ2/df) that exceeds 1 sig-
nificantly is generated in an evaluation without consider-
ation of an USU contribution. This is the case especially
if care has been taken by an evaluator to eliminate clearly
discrepant experimental data, and to consider all known
sources of uncertainty (as well as their correlations) in a
realistic manner. Unfortunately, it is common practice for
evaluators to simply multiply all the input data uncertain-
ties by the factor
√
χ2/df when this happens, and thus
artificially force χ2/df to be exactly 1, e.g., see [3, 23, 25].
This is not considered to be good evaluation practice be-
cause it treats all input data points equally, e.g., see [79].
Doing so may lead to biases owing to the excessive influ-
ence of those data points that contribute to the large chi
square per degree of freedom. So, it is a poor substitute
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for actually uncovering the specific origin of the problem
(e.g., discrepant data points, overlooked known sources of
uncertainty, failure to consider correlations, etc.), or for
performing a detailed examination of the individual terms
that contribute to the calculated global value of χ2/df ,
and only then introducing a targeted USU contribution
when no other options for eliminating the problem are
envisioned.
Clue 3:
It should be investigated whether the input data points
tend to scatter such that the number of these data points
seen to lie significantly outside the uncertainty bands de-
fined by the population standard deviation (irrespective of
the uncertainties assigned by the original experimenters)
is larger (or smaller) than should be expected from ap-
plicable statistical criteria. For example, if the data are
assumed to be normally distributed, as is generally the
default assumption, then (as mentioned earlier) approx-
imately two-thirds of the points should lie within the
above-mentioned uncertainty bands. Excessive numbers
of data points (or too few of them) seen to lie outside
these limits would suggest that a problem exists with
the assumption that these data are normally distributed.
Then, evaluation by conventional methods, e.g., the least
squares method, that assume normally distributed data
could generate misleading results. Some of the rogue data
points actually may be discrepant for physical reasons
that transcend statistics, and this could lead to inappro-
priate reliance on statistical interpretation. Furthermore,
most statistical rules become meaningful only when fairly
large numbers of data points are involved.
Clue 4:
If the population standard deviation of the input data
points (without regard to assigned uncertainties) is notice-
ably different from the average of the magnitudes of un-
certainties assigned to these data, then either the assigned
uncertainties are over-estimated or under-estimated. In
the latter case, the difference may be attributable to USU.
This clue is related to Clue 1.
Clue 5:
If a collection of experimental data to be evaluated
can be organized into two or more groups, based on dis-
tinct experimental techniques employed in the measure-
ments, and if evaluation of these data groups separately,
according to the various group characteristic experimen-
tal techniques, produces noticeable differences in both
the evaluated mean values and uncertainties for the dis-
tinct groups, this is strong evidence for the existence of
a method-related bias attributable to USU that must be
taken into consideration by an increase in the evaluated
uncertainties.
While there are statistical algorithms for identifying the
tendency of collections of data to exhibit grouping, with-
out regard to considering experimental technique, group-
ing data points based on measurement techniques, when
this information is known by the evaluator, should be
preferred to grouping them based solely on statistical
analysis for purposes of establishing the need to consider
introducing USU contributions.
Clue 6:
If the preceding clues indicate that evaluated uncer-
tainties are likely under- or over-estimated, the “Physi-
cal Uncertainty Bounds” (PUBs) method developed by
Vaughan et al. [83] can be applied to investigate quanti-
tatively whether the evaluated uncertainties are realistic
given the input quantities and pertinent known physics
information. One of the first nuclear-data-specific exam-
ples is shown in Ref. [74]. It investigates whether the
239Pu(n,f) cross-section uncertainties that were produced
in the Neutron Data Standards evaluation increased with
USU or without consideration of USU are more realistic.
To this end, the evaluated quantity was separated into
its physics sub-processes which are related to indepen-
dent sources of uncertainties of the evaluated quantity2.
Physics-based conservative and optimistic uncertainties
and functional forms were assessed for each of these sub-
processes. A total minimum realistic and PUBs conserva-
tive uncertainty is obtained by adding up uncertainties of
all independent sub-processes in quadrature. If the origi-
nal evaluated uncertainties are below the minimum realis-
tic bound, they are likely underestimated given all known
uncertainties. If they are above the conservative bound,
they are likely over-estimated given all known uncertainty
sources. For the case of 239Pu fission, this two-fold PUBs
procedure clearly indicated that the experimental uncer-
tainties were inadequately estimated, and that a more
detailed UQ effort should be undertaken before estimat-
ing an USU contribution. If the minimum realistic and
PUBs conservative uncertainties bracket the evaluated
uncertainties, then the latter uncertainties are realistic
given all known uncertainties. However, if the evaluated
uncertainties do not fall within the PUBs boundary values
and, in particular, if the evaluated results fall below the
minimum realistic PUBs bound, and no further objective
uncertainty source can be identified, then an USU compo-
nent needs to be estimated and included in the evaluation
process to remedy the situation. It should be stressed here
that the PUBs methodology assesses whether uncertain-
ties are realistic given all known uncertainties rather than
looking for USU. However, consideration of the clues of
above allows us to quantify if an USU contribution is re-
ally needed or whether more realistic uncertainties might
be obtained by a further detailed uncertainty analysis. An
example to illustrate this approach and the application
of PUBs is given in Appendix VI C for the 252Cf(sf) νtot.
The possibilities of being able to quantify USU con-
tributions in a reasonable way by pursuing these clues
will depend on the specific conditions encountered by the
evaluators.
Statistically speaking, the larger the databases to be
evaluated for particular observable quantities, the better
the chances are that reasonable estimates of USU uncer-
tainty contributions can be generated to include in the
evaluations. If a particular input database is sparse, the
2 In the present case it is assumed that these sources of uncertainties
correspond to experimental sources of uncertainties.
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possibility of estimating USU contributions reliably is
likely to be marginal.
It may be surmised from the preceding discussion that
uncovering the existence of USU, and developing proce-
dures by which these uncertainties can be taken into con-
sideration, requires evaluators to examine features of the
data points themselves, including both their mean val-
ues and assigned uncertainties, and not simply to accept
the author-provided mean values and uncertainties as a
matter of faith. Failure to consider the possible existence
of USU, if the contributions are significant, will result
in the very deficiencies that manifest themselves in the
aforementioned clues.
USU are additional uncertainties that need to be in-
cluded in the input database in order to be able to perform
a reliable evaluation. Introduction of USU contributions
after an evaluation has been performed is not comparable
to introducing them in the input data prior to an evalu-
ation, with the sole exception being the evaluation of a
single physical quantity [78]. When USU contributions
are included in the input data, their impact will be re-
flected in the output evaluated results. This is the proper
way that USU should be treated in an evaluation.
Finally, it should be stressed that the more robust the
clues are, the better the chance of generating reasonably
reliable estimates of USU contributions by means of one
or more of the methods described in the following section.
D. USU Estimation Techniques
Acknowledging existence of a need to identify USU in-
volves considerable subjectivity, since it must be estab-
lished whether adequate steps have been taken to avoid
the necessity of introducing USU by seeking to uncover
and incorporate any objectively understood sources of un-
certainty that might have been overlooked or improperly
quantified in an evaluation conducted without considera-
tion of possible USU contributions. Consequently, there
will be differences of opinion among evaluators on how to
approach the matter of dealing with the issue of USU in
specific evaluation scenarios. Evaluated outcomes may dif-
fer noticeably depending on choices made by individual
evaluators. As a general principle, it should be under-
stood by evaluators that simply enhancing uncertainties
to cover data discrepancies that may reflect failure to ap-
ply needed corrections is not a viable option unless these
corrections are judged to be relatively small and so diffi-
cult to estimate objectively that common sense suggests
that attempts to determine them would be impractical.
Regardless of which methods are applied, the follow-
ing basic approach ought to be followed in dealing with
USU in nuclear data evaluations: As few arbitrary as-
sumptions as possible should be involved in estimating
USU contributions, in accordance with the principle of
Occam’s Razor [84]. Well-defined, transparent mathemat-
ical algorithms should be employed so that they can be
implemented in a straightforward manner and adequately
documented as part of the evaluation process. The as-
sumptions and procedures involved should deliver results
that could be replicated by a future evaluator who might
wish to apply them to the same input data set.
The following are some suggested methods that may be
considered by evaluators in estimating the magnitudes of
USU contributions for inclusion in an evaluation. An eval-
uator may choose to use just one of these methods, or more
than one (if feasible) and then compare the outcomes in
reaching a decision of how to incorporate USU estimates
in a particular evaluation.
1. Grouping Datasets by Experimental Method
This method may be used when the available exper-
imental data can be grouped into two or more distinct
sets according to the experimental methods employed
in the measurements, as mentioned above in discussing
Clue 5. The USU contribution, when evaluating a single
physical quantity, can be determined from the standard
deviation of the various evaluated mean values obtained
by analyzing the several data sets separately, according
to the distinct measurement techniques (without regard
for USU ). However, if there are only two groups of data
to consider, based on the measurement techniques, the
best estimate of the USU contribution probably should
be the actual difference in the evaluated mean values for
the two groups (see, e.g., Sect. V E 4). If more than one
physical quantity is evaluated, similar procedures can be
applied separately when considering each of the individual
quantities being evaluated.
2. Population Standard Deviation σP in the Normalization
Factors
When ranges of data are involved, e.g., as character-
ized by particle energy, then USU contributions can be
estimated as population standard deviations σP in the
average normalization factors of absolute data sets that
span the whole energy range. This method was used in
estimating USU contributions for R-matrix data in per-
forming the ENDF/B-VIII standards evaluation [52].
3. Difference Between σP and Average of Reported
Uncertainties
USU can be determined from the difference between
the population standard deviation of the experimental
data and the average value of their reported uncertain-
ties. This method might be appropriate if there is no
clear evidence of data-set grouping based on experimen-
tal methodology.
4. Statistical Estimation
If the mathematical relationship in Eq. (4) between
the measurements, the truth and the various errors and
biases is complemented with additional distribution as-
sumptions, the maximum likelihood approach [3] (see the
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Appendix VI B) can be used to infer the most likely uncer-
tainty and potential correlations connected to USU. For
the following, it is pertinent to write Eq. (4) in vector
form y = µ+ ε+ η + δ. The vector µ is the result of a
model function. In the case of a single quantity it may be
just a constant. If y contains measurements of the same
reaction cross section at different incident energies, the
model function can be given by a Pade´ approximant. As
a last example, in the case of a linear model with a param-
eter vector θ, we would have µ = Sθ, being S a constant
scaling factor. The dependence on the model parameters
can be made explicit by writing µ(θ).
We assume that the covariance matrices Cε and Cη
are known. The former covariance matrix reflects the un-
certainty in the errors ε due to counting statistics and
the latter the uncertainty in the systematic errors η. The
covariance matrix Cδ associated with USU contribution
is unknown.
In order to estimate both µ(θ) and Cδ, we need to
make assumptions about the distributions. Assuming mul-
tivariate normal distributions and using the abbreviation
Cknown = Cε + Cη, the likelihood L for y is given by
L(y |µ,Cknown,Cδ) = 1√
(2pi)N det (Cknown + Cδ)
×
exp
{
−1
2
(y − µ)T (Cknown + Cδ)−1 (y − µ)
}
(5)
The maximum likelihood principle states that µ and Cδ
should be chosen to maximize the likelihood. This is an
optimization problem.
There are usually not enough measured data available
to estimate Cδ without additional structural assumptions.
Therefore known distinguishing factors, such as the mea-
surement method, can be used to define the structure of
the covariance matrix. This is the same underlying idea
as employed in Method 1 (see IV D 1) and Method 2 (see
IV D 2).
As an example for a structural assumption, we may
assume that two USU errors δi and δj have the same
value (are fully correlated) if the ith and jth experimental
data points have been measured with the same technique.
In mathematical terms, elements in the USU covariance
matrix are given as Cδ,ij = ∆ if both yi and yexp,j have
been measured with the same technique and Cδ,ij = 0
otherwise. In effect, the covariance matrix Cδ can be
considered as a function of ∆.
Given all the mentioned assumptions above, it means
to choose ∆ and θ so that the value of det C + zTC−1z
with z = y − µ(θ) and C = Cknown + Cδ is minimized.
This expression is obtained by taking the logarithm of
Eq. (5) and dropping constants as they do not change the
location of the maximum. This task can be solved by a
numerical optimization algorithm. See the Appendix VI B
for further details on the maximum likelihood method.
V. EXAMPLES RELATED TO NUCLEAR DATA
EVALUATION WITH USU
In the following discussion, it is assumed that the eval-
uation methods employed are based on the least-squares
approach, e.g., as embodied in code GMAP [49]. The
estimated USU contributions, when significant, need to
be introduced as components of augmented covariance
matrices associated with all the input experimental data.
It has been shown by Capote and Neudecker [78] that
when more than a one-dimensional quantity is to be eval-
uated (e.g., energy-dependent cross sections), the evalu-
ated mean values, as well as the derived covariances, will
be altered by the use of augmented covariance matrices
that include the USU contributions. This is intuitively
evident because a change in the inclusive data covari-
ance matrix changes the effective weighings of the input
data points and this will alter the evaluated mean values.
Therefore, a-priori determined USU contribution (e.g.,
as done for a one-dimensional quantity 252Cf(sf) νtot, see
Sect. V A below) cannot be added a-posteriori to evalu-
ated uncertainties while keeping the originally evaluated
mean values. Instead, the evaluations need to be repeated
including these augmented covariance matrices that con-
tain an USU component in the experimental covariance
matrix.
This section presents several specific examples where
the possibility of identifying the need for and an estimate
of USU contributions is explored. These examples are all
based on situations that incorporate actual nuclear data
rather than artificial data. However, they sometimes treat
isolated and/or truncated data sets for reactions that nor-
mally would be linked to several other reactions through
measured ratios in an actual comprehensive, simultaneous
evaluation. By this means, the examples introduced here
have been simplified and reduced in scope in such a way
as to make discussions of USU more transparent than
generally would be the case for actual evaluations. In no
instance should the results generated in these examples
be interpreted as substituting for the results provided in
existing evaluations.
In addition to presenting examples that illustrate how
the need for USU might be established, and quantitative
estimates of these uncertainties produced, a few additional
cases are mentioned as representative of situations where
it would be either impossible, or at best inconclusive, to
try to identify and quantify USU, due simply to a lack of
adequate information. We choose to label such situations
as “unmanageable” ones.
Clearly, an investigator needs to assess whether mak-
ing an effort to identify and quantify USU contributions
would be a waste of time for very practical reasons.
A. USU in 252Cf(sf) νtot Evaluation
The 15-point data set of the neutron multiplicity νtot ex-
perimental values for 252Cf(sf) as compiled by Axton [82]
had been used for the Thermal Neutron Constants (TNC)
fit [80] that involved more than 100 experimental points of
various thermal quantities [93] within the IAEA Neutron
Data Standards 2017 [52]. The IAEA Neutron Data Stan-
dards were adopted for the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library [53].
Due to the small uncertainty of measured 252Cf(sf) νtot,
it is well established that this quantity is practically in-
dependent of other TNC datasets and its evaluation can
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be undertaken independently. A simple least-square fit
assuming all 15 experiments to be independent gives an
uncertainty of 0.13% [78], which is practically identical to
the one quoted by Axton as well as what was derived in a
recent comprehensive evaluation [80]. This uncertainty
was also obtained in the previous Neutron Standards
evaluation [50, 51]. A more conservative uncertainty was
adopted in the IAEA Standards 2017 using previously
discussed USU concept [52], which raised the estimated
uncertainty to 0.42% (see Ref. [78] for discussion).
Note that the selected fifteen experimental values do
not include any outliers and their evaluation generated a
χ2/df that is very close to one. Dividing the data points
into three groups, according to the measurement tech-
nique, gives statistically coherent results in spite of the
fact that large differences between mean values derived
using different methods were observed [81, 82].
Under these circumstances, and without further knowl-
edge, the evaluated weighted mean and its variance are
expected to be acceptable. However, the estimated un-
certainty of 0.13% is practically equal to the value that
would be obtained if we neglect all correlations between
experiments, which could be an indicator of missing in-
ter-experiment correlations. In addition an uncertainty
boundary quantification of the same experiments us-
ing the PUBs methodology [74, 83] summarized in Ap-
pendix VI C clearly shows that the 0.13% uncertainty is
significantly lower than the estimated minimum realis-
tic uncertainty bound of 0.23%. Such a difference also
indicates that it is very likely that there are missing un-
certainties of single experiments and correlations between
several measurements. At the same time the estimated
conservative PUBs uncertainty of 0.38% was smaller than
the Neutron Standards value of 0.42%.
Therefore, a reevaluation of the 252Cf(sf) νtotwith a bet-
ter uncertainty quantification is needed, as this quantity
is critically important in neutron applications. A careful
study of this dataset in a comparison with EXFOR re-
vealed sometimes sizeable differences [93] in the values of
their uncertainties.
FIG. 1. (Color online) The weighted mean value and its un-
certainty of the 252Cf(sf) νtot- using a correlation matrix with
all off-diagonal elements set to the same constant value k, as a
function of k. Note that this is simple test case; a constant cor-
relation coefficient k is physically implausible due to the very
different measurement techniques and length of correlations.
While we will not attempt here to re-evaluate the
252Cf(sf) νtot, we will use this dataset as an example and
observe the influence of using the generalized least-squares
approach of Eq. (2) with correlations. We employed the
values and uncertainties as stated in Ref. [78]. When intro-
ducing correlations, the total uncertainties are considered
preserved. From these data we then constructed the co-
variance matrix and estimated the weighted mean value
µˆ ≡ ν¯tot and its variance, without introducing prior in-
formation. The act of constructing the covariance matrix
artificially from a correlation matrix is carried out here
for illustration purposes. Of course, we realize that this is
not the recommended way to undertake uncertainty prop-
agation. As an example we set all off-diagonal elements
of the correlation matrix to the same value k. For k = 0
we get a weighted mean value of µˆ = 3.765 with an an
uncertainty of 0.11%. If k increases, the weighted mean
value slowly increases, and its uncertainty increases to a
maximum of 0.18% for k ≈ 0.3, and then decreases to
a smaller value of 0.03% when k → 1, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The covariance matrix remained positive definite
as k increased, except for k = 1 (as expected). This is a
straightforward demonstration of the PPP effect result-
ing from employing this artificially constructed covariance
matrix in the present least-squares evaluation process. A
more realistic case would include an improved UQ leading
to a realistic estimation of the covariance matrix, possi-
bly using correlations, for example, based on the PUBs
approach [74]. It is also clear that for an actual evalua-
tion of 252Cf(sf) νtot, not only the covariances must be
carefully analyzed and quantified, but also the original
mean values, and in particular the quoted uncertainties,
must be reassessed. It is beyond the scope of this paper
to undertake this work. However, the analysis performed
in the present example clearly suggests that considera-
tion of correlations between the experimental data used
in the evaluation process, as well as introduction of more
realistic uncertainties for the individual data points, and
perhaps inclusion of an USU component, will certainly
lead to a larger, and probably more realistic, evaluated un-
certainty for this physical quantity than the one recently
obtained in Ref. [127].
B. USU in a Counting Experiment
USU contributions typically have been associated with
correlated uncertainties that may originate from common
detection methods with unknown uncertainties/biases
[52]. However, the USU concept could be extended to
include unrecognized (hidden) experimental uncertainties
of unknown origin which may be partially correlated or
even uncorrelated. In this section we illustrate how certain
uncertainty components, including unrecognized (hidden)
uncertainties which we are referring to as USU, can be
estimated by dedicated measurements and analysis proce-
dures. These could then be viewed as Type A uncertain-
ties, as described in Sect. IV of this paper.
Experimental results that are used to evaluate a physics
quantity include ideally an assessment of the main uncer-
tainty components involved in the measurement process.
A detailed evaluation of these components should reduce
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the need to consider USU. However, doing this requires
dedicated experiments and analysis procedures which rely
on statistical inference and variance hypothesis testing as
well as a detailed UQ by the evaluator across all measure-
ments used as input data for the evaluation. For example,
Borella et al. [95] assessed the impact of the sample prop-
erties on capture cross section data that are derived from
total energy detection measurements combined with the
pulse height weighting technique. From a series of mea-
surements using samples with different characteristics,
they concluded that the minimum uncertainty is about
1.7% in case an external normalization based on a sat-
urated resonance is applied [95, 96]. Massimi et al. [97]
demonstrated experimentally that this uncertainty can be
reduced to less than 1.0% when an internal normalization
is applied. These conclusions are valid provided that the
procedures described by Borella et al. [95] and Massimi
et al. [97] are applied, as discussed in [96].
The uncertainty of a radioactivity measurement using
a low-geometry alpha counting system is investigated in
Ref. [98]. An experimental procedure was defined to ver-
ify if the uncertainty due to counting statistics has to
be combined with an USU component, and to estimate
the variance of its distribution. The procedure is based
on a one-way ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance) model
combined with hypothesis testing [94]. Therefore, a series
of repetitive (replicate) measurements was undertaken.
The measurement time was set to yield a total number
of counts such that the Poisson distribution approaches
a Gaussian distribution. Before the start of a series of
repetitive measurements the vacuum of the chamber was
eliminated, the sample was placed at its appointed po-
sition, the sample-detector distance was measured, the
diaphragms were placed and the vacuum pump was again
activated.
A data set for one sample and sample-detector distance
consists of a total of N =
K∑
i=1
ni counts consisting of K
groups (i = 1, ...,K) of n replicate measurement results
(j = 1, ..., ni). Each measurement result yij can be repre-
sented by an error structure (or model):
yij = µ+ ij + δi (6)
It is the sum of the true value µ, an unrecognized error
δi due to the group in which the observation occurs, and
a random error ij representing the variation from the
mean value of the ith group. It is supposed that the mea-
surements in the same group have error components ij
from the same distribution with zero mean and standard
deviation σ and the error components δi are identically
distributed coming from a distribution with zero mean
and standard deviation σδ (USU ). A set of sum of squares
reported in Table I are calculated from the experimen-
tal data. These values are used to quantify the degree
to which the δi values of different groups are different or
alternatively what is the variance σ2δ of the values across
different groups. For each group i the variance s2i is cal-
culated:
s2i =
1
ni − 1
ni∑
j=1
(xij − µˆi)2 , (7)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Results of repetitive measurements to
determine the α-activity of a thin layer sample.
with µˆi the mean value for group i:
µˆi =
ni∑
j=1
xij
ni
, (8)
where xij are the raw measured data. In the homoscedas-
tic case3, these values are pooled to provide an estimator
σˆ2 of the variance of the random error,
σˆ2 =
S2r
N −K =
K∑
i=1
(ni − 1)s2i
N −K , (9)
where relevant definitions are given in Table I. Using this
estimator of σ2 , the USU variance σ
2
δ is calculated as:
σˆ2δ =
N
N2 −
K∑
i=1
n2i
[
S2g − (K − 1)σˆ2
]
, (10)
with the between group sum of squares S2g defined in
Table I, and the overall mean µˆ or estimate of the true
value by:
µˆ =
K∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
xij
N
. (11)
The homoscedascity of the K variances s2i is verified
by the Bartlett test [94]. The quantity χ2B :
χ2B =
(N −K) ln σˆ2 −
K∑
i=1
(ni − 1) ln s2i
1 + 13(K−1)
[
K∑
i=1
1
ni−1 − 1(N−K)
] (12)
3 In statistics, a vector of random variables is homoscedastic if all
its random variables have the same finite variance. This is also
known as homogeneity of variance.
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TABLE I. One-way ANOVA table for the homoscedastic assumption applied to a group of replicate measurements. The last
column gives the formulae for an equal number n of replicate measurements
Sum of squares Degrees of freedom Expectation value
Between groups S2g =
K∑
i=1
ni(µˆi − µˆ)2 K − 1 σˆ2 + nσˆ2δ = S
2
g
K−1
Within groups S2r =
K∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
(xij − µˆi)2 N −K σˆ2 = S
2
r
N−K
Total S2 =
K∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
(xij − µˆ)2
TABLE II. Hypothesis testing of repetitive measurement data analysed by ANOVA. The last column reports the probability
that values are larger than the test-value Tt.
Hypothesis Test-value, Tt Degrees of freedom P (T ≥ Tt)
σˆ2 =
K∑
i=1
(ni−1)s2i
N−K χ
2
B = 3.38 6 0.76
σˆ2 = µˆ χ
2
σ2
= 158 161 0.55
σ2δ = 0 Fσ2
δ
= 2.13 (6,161) 0.05
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Likelihood of the variance σ2δ for an α-
activity measurement in a well-defined low-geometry condition.
The likelihood L is normalised to unity at the maximum σ2δ
= 955.
is computed, which follows a χ2-distribution with (K−1)
degrees of freedom. The hypothesis that the variance of
the random error is due only to counting statistics, i.e.,
based on a Poisson distribution, is tested by the quantity:
χ2σ2 =
(N −K)σˆ2
µˆ
, (13)
with the best estimate of the true value µˆ used as an
estimator of the variance. The variable χ2σ2
follows the
χ2-distribution with (N −K) degrees of freedom. Finally,
the hypothesis of the absence of USU, or the hypothesis
that σ2δ = 0, is tested by the ratio:
Fσ2δ =
S2g
K−1
S2r
N−K
, (14)
which follows the F–distribution with (K − 1) degrees of
freedom in the numerator and (N−K) degrees of freedom
in the denominator.
The one-way ANOVA model together with the Bartlett
and χ2-tests were applied to identify and quantify the
USU using the results of the α-counting experiments
for different samples and different sample-detector dis-
tances. A detailed description of the exercise is reported
in Ref. [98]. The data of the measurement for one sample
and sample-detector distance are shown in Fig. 2. The
results of a statistical analysis of these repetitive measure-
ments are summarised in Table II. The data in Table II
reveal that the variance of the random component can
be derived from the estimated mean, provided that the
counting statistics is enough to approximate the Poisson
distribution by a normal distribution. The F -test sug-
gests the presence of a USU with a variance σˆ2δ = 1365,
estimated from the sum of squares S2g and S
2
r .
The USU variance σ2δ can also be estimated starting
from grouped data (yi, ui) based on a maximum likeli-
hood estimation as in e.g., Ref. [19]. The mixed error-
component model is similar to the one in Eq. (4), however,
without any correlated error component:
yi = µ+ i + δi . (15)
It is assumed that the error components i and δi
have a normal statistical distribution with mean zero,
i.e., N (0, u2i ) and N (0, σ2δ ) N (0,σ2δ ), that they are mu-
tually independent, and that the unrecognized effect is
independently sampled from a single distribution. The
14
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Overview of the 238U/235U neutron-induced fission cross section ratio measurements from 7.5 up to
15 MeV. Note the weak energy dependence.
USU variance σ2δ of this distribution is estimated by max-
imizing the likelihood:
L(µ, σ2δ ) =
K∏
i=1
1√
2pi(u2i + σ
2
δ )
e
− (yi−µˆ)2
2(u2
i
+σ2
δ
) . (16)
The likelihood L, which is represented in Fig. 3, results
in Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE) σˆ2δ = 955 and
970 using s2i and µˆ, respectively, for the uncertainties u
2
i .
These estimates are fully consistent with the one derived
from S2g and S
2
r . To evaluate the full measurement un-
certainty of the result of an activity measurement the
USU variance needs to be determined as a function of
count rate and the impact of the correction for the solid
angle needs to be investigated. The result of these studies
will be reported in [98].
C. USU in 238U/235U Fission Cross-section Ratio
Measurements
The IAEA Neutron Standards evaluations [50–52] offer
an example when energy-dependent cross sections, their
ratios and other energy-dependent combinations are used
in a non-model combined evaluation of data on a common
energy grid. The data reduction to the GMAP energy
nodes (grouping) is undertaken using a GMAP auxiliary
code prior to the least-squares fit, and this is not discussed
in the present paper4.
Both 235U(n,f) and 238U(n,f) cross sections are Neu-
tron Standards in a broad energy region that includes
neutron energies from 7.5 MeV up to 15 MeV. One of the
most-often measured quantities is the ratio of the neutron-
induced fission cross sections of 238U to 235U. Such ratio
data in the region of interest, which will be denoted by
R8/5, are weakly energy-dependent quantities. Their un-
certainties, including possible components due to USU,
are also expected to depend on energy. In this section
the presence of USU for fission cross-section ratio data
is investigated for neutron energies from 7.5 MeV up to
15 MeV. The data were taken from the Neutron Standards
database, i.e., from the GMAP input database, covering
the energy range of interest. The eleven data sets5 that
were considered are listed in Table XI of Appendix VI A,
and are shown in Fig. 4. Note that for the exercise pre-
sented in this work all data sets were assumed to result
from absolute ratio measurements.
The data shown in Fig. 4 were used to evaluate the cross
section ratio R8/5 at 9 MeV and 10 MeV from an indepen-
dent analysis of the data in the energy regions (8.5 MeV
≤ En < 9.5 MeV) and (9.5 MeV ≤ En < 10.5 MeV),
respectively. It is supposed that the reported uncertain-
ties consist of an uncorrelated component and one fully
4 The grouping preserves the fully correlated uncertainty over the
group and it is aimed at reducing the uncorrelated uncertainty,
i.e., at reducing data fluctuations due to, e.g., limited counting
statistics in the spirit of the Neutron Standards.
5 reduced to the GMAP energy nodes.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Reduced datasets for the energy group
8.5 ≤ En < 9.5 and the evaluated ratio with its associated
uncertainty based on σδ = 0 (i.e., no USU component).
correlated energy independent component in each of the
energy regions. The former is labelled u in Table XI. The
latter is derived by averaging the combined variance of
all the correlated components listed in Table XI, assum-
ing full correlation. The fully correlated contribution is
equivalent to applying for each data set a correction (or
normalization) N = 1 with an uncertainty uN,i. The un-
certainties uN,i for the different data sets are specified
in Table III. It is assumed that there are no correlations
between different datasets over the whole energy region.
The analysis is done in two different ways. In a first
analysis a weighted average, considering only the uncor-
related uncertainty component, was calculated for each
data set within each energy interval. This weighted av-
erage µˆi, combined with the total correlated uncertainty
uN,i, provides an estimate of the ratio R8/5 together with
its uncertainty uµˆi for each data set i. These estimates
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 and listed in Table III. A
weighted average of these data results in evaluated values
for the ratio R8/5 at 9 MeV and 10 MeV, respectively,
which are also listed in Table III. The correction (N, uN )
is applied by iteration based on the overall estimate. This
procedure avoids a bias (underestimation) due to the
PPP effect when the uncertainties uN,i are propagated,
as discussed in Refs. [7, 8].
In the second approach the different data sets are
not treated separately in each energy interval but ana-
lyzed simultaneously. One covariance matrix for the whole
data set is constructed by adding the correlated and uncor-
related components. A GLS method is applied, assuming
an energy dependence of the cross-section ratio as a func-
tion of incident neutron energy in a given energy region.
The energy dependence of the cross-section ratio is ap-
proximated by a polynomial function of order m with a
maximum order of M :
f(En,a,M) =
M∑
m=0
amE
m
n , (17)
and En is the incident neutron energy.
In each energy region the parameters am and covari-
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Reduced datasets for the energy group
9.5 ≤ En < 10.5 and the evaluated ratio with its associated
uncertainty based on σδ = 0 (i.e., no USU component).
ance matrix Ca are derived from a fit to the whole data
set within that region. To avoid any PPP effect, the cor-
related contribution of the covariance matrix of the input
data is derived iteratively based on the model function
f(En,a,M). From the parameters am and covariance ma-
trix Ca, the best estimate at the central energy of each
interval is calculated. The results, which are summarized
in Table IV as a function of M , suggest a weak energy-
dependence of the fission cross-section ratio. Since the
data do not cover a broad energy region, the best esti-
mate will not depend strongly on the model to express
the energy dependence. This is confirmed by the results
listed in Table IV for different order polynomials up to
M = 3.
The χ2/df corresponding to the different results do not
suggest the presence of USU components or outliers as
already observed for the 252Cf(sf) νtotevaluation that is
discussed earlier in this section (see Sect. V A). This can
also be concluded from the z-scores for each data set that
are defined by:
zi =
µˆi − µˆ
uµˆi
, (18)
and whose values are listed in Table III. They are all
smaller in magnitude than 2 with a maximum absolute
value of 1.66.
However, the existence of USU cannot be excluded
by our analysis. The low probability for the presence
of USU in this situation is confirmed by a maximum
likelihood analysis using Eq. (16) similar to the anal-
ysis described in Sect. V B. The likelihoods as a func-
tion of USU variance (= σ2δ ) for the data at 9 MeV
and 10 MeV are presented in Fig. 7. They are relatively
flat, ranging in value between σ2δ = 0 and σ
2
δ ≈ 10−5,
and then declining rapidly as seen in Fig. 7. The max-
ima at σ2δ = 0.000018 ≈ 0.00422 (USU≈ 0.7%) and
σ2δ = 0.0000036 ≈ 0.00182 (USU≈ 0.3%) for the data
at 9 MeV and 10 MeV, respectively, are not pronounced,
especially the maximum corresponding to the 10 MeV
data.
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TABLE III. Estimates µˆi of the cross-section ratio R8/5 and corresponding uncertainty uµˆi at 9 MeV and 10 MeV derived from
the data specified in the first column. Both absolute and relative uncertainties (in %) are listed. The uncertainties are the total
uncertainties resulting from a propagation of the reported correlated and uncorrelated components. The correlated uncertainty
is specified in the column uN,i. The individual USU contribution of each dataset i, derived by Eq. (19), is reported in the
column σˆδ,i and as a percent in the last column. The group USU σˆδ averaged over all datasets for each energy bin (derived by
Eq. (20)) is reported in the last row of the table.
9 MeV 10 MeV
Dataset uN,i(%) µˆi (uµˆi) uµˆi(%) zi σˆδ,i σˆδ,i(%) µˆi (uµˆi) uµˆi(%) zi σˆδ,i σˆδ,i(%)
01 – Tovesson et al. [85] 0.84 0.5792 (49) 0.85 1.25 0.00371 0.64 0.5842 (50) 0.86 1.17 0.0031 0.53
02 – n TOF (1) [86] 1.73 0.5843 (140) 2.40 0.80 0.0 0.00 0.6005 (143) 2.38 1.55 0.0169 2.82
03 – n TOF (2) [86] 2.49 0.5659 (209) 3.69 -0.34 0.0 0.00 0.5938 (216) 3.64 0.72 0.0 0.00
04 – n TOF (3) [86] 3.35 0.5683 (208) 3.66 -0.23 0.0 0.00 0.5782 (212) 3.67 -0.01 0.0 0.00
05 – n TOF (4) [86] 3.74 0.5565 (241) 4.33 -0.67 0.0 0.00 0.5496 (253) 4.60 -1.13 0.0136 2.47
06 – Behrens et al. [87] 0.81 0.5630 (60) 1.07 -1.66 0.00805 1.43 0.5709 (63) 1.10 -1.18 0.0039 0.69
07 – Difilippo et al. [88] 2.39 0.5692 (138) 2.42 -0.28 0.0 0.00 0.5713 (140) 2.45 -0.50 0.0 0.00
08 – Cierjacks et al. [89] 1.09 0.5604 (110) 1.96 -1.14 0.00614 1.10 0.5670 (99) 1.75 -1.15 0.0056 0.98
09 – Coates et al. [90] 2.92 0.5775 (176) 3.05 0.25 0.0 0.00 0.5720 (177) 3.09 -0.36 0.0 0.00
10 – Shcherbakov et al. [91] 2.45 0.5618 (142) 2.53 -0.80 0.0 0.00 0.5662 (144) 2.54 -0.84 0.0 0.00
11 – Lisowski et al. [92] 0.94 0.5806 (64) 1.10 1.18 0.00396 0.68 0.5824 (68) 1.17 0.60 0.0 0.00
Evaluated values µ (uµˆ) 0.5731 (28) 0.49% σˆδ = 0.0035 (0.6%) 0.5783 (29) 0.50% σˆδ = 0.0069 (1.2%)
TABLE IV. Estimates µˆ of the cross section ratios and uncertainties at 9 MeV and 10 MeV derived from the data listed in
Table XI of Appendix VI A. The results derived by different order polynomials (M) to model the energy dependence of the
cross section ratio are compared.
9 MeV 10 MeV
M–order σδ = 0 σδ = 0.0031 σδ = 0.0042 σδ = 0 σδ = 0.0018 σδ = 0.0031
polynomial µˆ χ2/ν µˆ χ2/ν µˆ χ2/ν µˆ χ2/ν µˆ χ2/ν µˆ χ2/ν
0 0.5731 (28) 1.27 0.5727 (31) 1.22 0.5724 (33) 1.18 0.5783 (29) 1.11 0.5782 (30) 1.10 0.5780 (32) 1.07
1 0.5738 (28) 0.69 0.5733 (31) 0.63 0.5730 (33) 0.60 0.5786 (29) 1.07 0.5785 (30) 1.05 0.5783 (32) 1.02
2 0.5730 (29) 0.68 0.5725 (32) 0.62 0.5723 (34) 0.59 0.5797 (30) 1.06 0.5795 (31) 1.04 0.5793 (33) 1.01
3 0.5730 (30) 0.71 0.5725(32) 0.65 0.5722 (34) 0.61 0.5795 (31) 1.10 0.5794 (32) 1.08 0.5791 (34) 1.05
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Likelihood of the USU variance σ2δ
derived from the data listed in Table III. The likelihoods are
normalized to unity at the maxima located at σ2δ ≈ 0.0022
(USU≈ 0.2%) and at σ2δ ≈ 0.0042 (USU≈ 0.3%) for 9 MeV
and 10 MeV, respectively.
By introducing an USU component, a GLS estimated
mean value will change, as discussed in Ref. [78]. This
is illustrated in Fig. 8 where the estimated values of µˆ
for 9 MeV and 10 MeV are plotted as a function of σ2δ .
For σ2δ = 0 we obtain for the energy group [8.5, 9.5) the
evaluated ratio µˆ = 0.5731(28) (0.5%) and for the en-
ergy group [9.5, 10.5) the evaluated ratio µˆ = 0.5783(29)
(0.5%). The estimates practically do not change for the
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Estimated cross-section ratio as a func-
tion of the USU variance σ2δ . The dotted lines represent the
ratio based on an unweighed average of the data in Table III.
most probable USU values, and become µˆ = 0.5724(34)
(0.6%) and µˆ = 0.5782(30) (0.52%) for the ratio at 9 MeV
and 10 MeV, respectively. Only for unrealistically large
USU values, when the USU value is much larger than
the reported uncertainties, the evaluated ratios converge
to the unweighed average of the data µˆi and becomes
µˆ = 0.5705(59) (1%) and µˆ = 0.5765(58) (1%) for 9 MeV
and 10 MeV, correspondingly. The probability of the
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largest USU value can be considered to be very small,
therefore the latter estimate would be the most conserva-
tive one.
For completeness of the present analysis, we have also
studied how the estimated mean values, using the polyno-
mial model given by Eq. (17), depends on the USU vari-
ance for two different typical cases compared to the case
of no assumed USU : σδ = 0 (no USU ), σδ = 0.0031
(USU ≈ 0.3%), and σδ = 0.0042 (USU ≈ 0.7%) at
9 MeV, and similarly σδ = 0 (no USU ), σδ = 0.0018
(USU ≈ 0.3%), and σδ = 0.0031 (USU ≈ 0.5%) at
10 MeV. Estimates µˆ depend very weakly on the “rea-
sonable” USU variances, as shown in Table IV, and prac-
tically do not depend on the assumed polynomial model.
Inconsistencies between data sets are often due to an
underestimation of the (uncertainties of) normalization
factors, in the present example of the uncertainty (uN ).
An alternative method to identify an underestimation
of the uncertainty is to compare the magnitude of the
estimated absolute uncertainty component uµˆi and the
difference between the observed value µˆi for each set i and
the best estimate µˆ. Applying this method the USU vari-
ance σˆ2δ,i, is calculated using Eq. (19) for each data set i:
σˆ2δ,i = max [0, ((µˆi − µˆ)2 − (uµˆi)2)]. (19)
This quantity, which can be interpreted as being an in-
dividual USU value for a specific data set, is listed in
Table III. A similarly defined additional uncertainty6 has
been applied to outliers in Neutron Standards evaluations
[51, 52] before carrying out the GMAP GLS fit.
The group USU contribution for a given energy can be
defined as the averaged USU variance over all evaluated
datasets at that energy bin, as given by:
σˆ2δ ≡
1
K
K∑
i=1
σˆ2δ,i (20)
The data in Table III suggest that the uncertainties re-
ported by Toveson et al. [85], Behrens et al. [87], Cierjack
et al. [89] and Lisowski et al. [92] are all underestimated.
From the data in Table III we estimate σˆ2δ ≈ 0.00352
(0.6%) and σˆ2δ ≈ 0.00692 (1.2%) for the USU contribu-
tion at 9 MeV and 10 MeV, respectively. These values
are only in the first approximation consistent with those
derived from a Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) ap-
proach, being the agreement better for the 9 MeV group.
Note that both the MLE approach, e.g., see Eq. (31) in
Appendix VI B and Eqs. (19) and (20) are founded on
the basic assumption that the USU contribution for each
data set is sampled independently from a distribution
with the same variance.
1. GMAP Least-squares Estimation
The application of the GMAP code to generate the
Neutron Standards [51, 52] creates a need to estimate
6 The additional uncertainty in the Neutron Standards is numeri-
cally different due to different criteria used in its definition.
USU contributions and to include those additional un-
recognized uncertainties within the least-squares fit pro-
cedure performed by GMAP. Those uncertainties may
include correlated and uncorrelated USU contributions.
In the Neutron Standards’ fit it is assumed that the first-
pass posterior result µˆ is a very good approximation of
the searched true value, therefore the USU component
can be determined relative to this value.
The GMAP code used as input the 11 selected exper-
imental data sets listed in Table XI of Appendix VI A.
The starting individual USU component σˆmδ,i is defined
as an additional uncertainty for a dataset i at each en-
ergy node with index m, and it is similar to the quantity
given by Eq. (19) with an additional energy index m. It
is also assumed that this additional USU uncertainty is
fully correlated over all energies for a given dataset i in
the GLS fit. For the following GLS iterations the individ-
ual USU components for each dataset i are recalculated
by Eq. (19) using the newly estimated posterior evalua-
tion µˆm. Note that the dataset mean value µˆmi and the
corresponding uncertainty umµˆi do not change in the GLS
iterations. Very few iterations are needed for convergence.
The total uncertainty um,totµˆ+ taking into account the
group USU component, is obtained after convergence
from the square root of the sum of variances, evaluated
without accounting for the individual USU component
(umµˆ )
2 and the evaluated group USU component of uncer-
tainty (σˆmδ )
2.
The evaluated values, with and without considering
the individual USU, the total uncertainties including the
group USU calculated by Eq. (20), and the lower trian-
gle of the correlation matrix obtained with GMAP fit
considering the individual USU, are listed in the Table V.
The estimated cross-section ratio values R8/5 for 9 and
10 MeV are in very good agreement with those obtained
in the previous section (within quoted uncertainties). Es-
timated USU contributions of 0.52% and 1.16% at 9 MeV
and 10 MeV (highlighted in bold) are also in fairly good
agreement with those listed in Table III, derived by a
similar method (0.6% and 1.2% at 9 MeV and 10 MeV,
respectively), but the value at 10 MeV is larger than the
MLE estimate. The introduction of individual USU com-
ponents was found to increase only slightly the uncer-
tainty of the evaluation (see small differences between umµˆ
and umµˆ+ in Table V), but the group USU component σˆ
m
δ
makes a larger contribution.
2. Estimation of Average USU by Pade´ Approximants
A statistical model to identify averaged (over energy
groups) contributions of unrecognized uncertainty com-
ponents, both correlated and uncorrelated, was proposed
by Badikov et al. [35]. The method is based on a vari-
ance analysis and it can be applied when experimental
data are reported without uncertainties or with unreliable
uncertainties. At present, reported uncertainties are ig-
nored, but estimated uncertainties can be compared with
reported ones to assess their quality. A Bayesian proce-
dure that takes into account reported uncertainties was
discussed in Ref. [30]. A procedure that takes into account
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TABLE V. Energy nodes Eˆmn and corresponding evaluated cross-section ratio values µˆ
m (µˆm+ ) with uncertainties u
m
µˆ (u
m
µˆ+)
obtained without (with) individual USU components calculated by Eq. (19) at each GLS iteration. Evaluated values were
derived by iterative GMAP fit for 11 experimental data sets of the 238U/235U(n,f) cross-section ratio values (see Table XI of
Appendix VI A). The lower-triangle correlation matrix obtained at the final GLS iteration (including USU components) is
also shown. The group USU σˆmδ at a given energy group m was derived after the final iteration by Eq. (20) averaging over all
datasets and contributed to the total uncertainty um,totµˆ+ ≡
√
(umµˆ+)
2 + (σˆmδ )
2 at each energy node and to the diagonal of the
covariance matrix. Values of uncertainties and the correlation matrix were rounded to 3 digits to fit in the table, so this is an
approximate covariance matrix which may not be positive definite due to round-off errors.
Node m µˆm umµˆ µˆ
m
+ u
m
µˆ+ σˆ
m
δ u
m,tot
µˆ+
Eˆmn (MeV) (no USU ) (%) (with USU ) (%) (%) (%) Lower triangle of the correlation matrix, ρ
8.0 0.5699 0.51 0.5698 0.51 0.29 0.59 1.00
8.5 0.5684 0.44 0.5679 0.45 0.45 0.64 0.74 1.00
9.0 0.5746 0.42 0.5745 0.43 0.52 0.68 0.67 0.81 1.00
10.0 0.5772 0.43 0.5765 0.45 1.16 1.25 0.63 0.76 0.79 1.00
11.0 0.5828 0.46 0.5826 0.48 1.00 1.11 0.55 0.66 0.70 0.75 1.00
11.5 0.5914 0.49 0.5912 0.52 0.92 1.06 0.53 0.62 0.64 0.70 0.71 1.00
12.0 0.5784 0.52 0.5782 0.69 2.11 2.22 0.45 0.55 0.53 0.61 0.61 0.70 1.00
13.0 0.5461 0.43 0.5456 0.45 2.88 2.92 0.59 0.69 0.72 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.62 1.00
14.0 0.5567 0.53 0.5559 0.55 0.75 0.93 0.50 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.54 0.68 1.00
14.5 0.5706 0.53 0.5670 0.58 2.82 2.88 0.49 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.53 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.66 1.00
15.0 0.5863 0.49 0.5860 0.50 1.33 1.42 0.54 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.56 0.54 0.46 0.68 0.65 0.66 1.00
TABLE VI. The average relative uncertainties for each data set i resulting from the variance analysis proposed by Badikov et
al. [35] (< σi >,< ση,i >,< σ,i >) are compared with the ones derived from the reported uncertainties (< ui >,< uη,i >
,< u,i >). The total uncertainties are indicated without a sub-index. For the uncertainties due to systematic and random
effects the sub-indices η and , respectively, are used. They are derived by taking the average of the relative values for the three
energy groups multiplied by 100. The last three columns give the ratio between the values from the variance analysis and the
reported ones for each component and for the total uncertainty. Uncertainty ratios that differ significantly from one indicate
overestimated (> 1 in red) or underestimated (< 1 in blue) reported uncertainties.
Dataset Reported values Variance analysis Ratio
< σi > < ση,i > < σ,i > < ui > < uη,i > < u,i > total η 
Tovesson 0.91 0.84 0.34 2.38 2.31 0.55 2.63 2.76 1.63
n TOF (1) 2.40 1.73 1.77 2.60 2.08 1.56 1.08 1.20 0.94
n TOF (2) 3.65 2.49 2.67 2.66 2.34 1.27 0.73 0.94 0.48
n TOF (3) 3.65 3.35 1.44 2.43 2.12 1.18 0.67 0.63 0.82
n TOF (4) 4.39 3.74 2.30 3.04 2.29 2.00 0.69 0.61 0.87
Behrens 1.46 0.81 1.21 2.57 2.26 1.22 1.76 2.79 1.01
Difilippo 2.48 2.39 0.66 2.77 2.20 1.68 1.12 0.92 2.54
Cierjacks 3.01 1.09 2.81 2.77 2.36 1.45 0.92 2.16 0.52
Coates 3.44 2.92 1.82 3.27 2.31 2.32 0.95 0.79 1.27
Shcherbakov 2.53 2.45 0.64 2.47 2.31 0.88 0.98 0.94 1.37
Lisowski 1.54 0.94 1.22 2.59 2.28 1.24 1.68 2.42 1.01
reported uncertainties in the GLS adjustment procedure
using Pade´ approximants is in preparation.
The error model in Eq. (4) can be applied using any
model function. Pade´ polynomials [31–33] have been used
as a model function in nuclear data evaluations [34–36,
51, 68], and it can be expressed as a pole expansion [35]
f [L1,L2](E,θ) = c+
I∑
j=1
aj
E − rj +
J∑
j=1
αj(E − ζj) + βj
(E − ζj)2 + γ2j
,
(21)
with the following definitions for the parameters: I – the
number of real poles of the Pade´ approximant. Diagonal
L1 = L2, or near diagonal L1 = L2−1, Pade´ approximants
are used, and J can be determined from the equation L1 +
L2 + 1 = 2I + 4J + 1. The algorithm for the construction
of Pade´ polynomials was described in Ref. [35].
The error model assumes that data within a given data
set (given experiment) and energy group share the same
unknown uncorrelated uncertainty. Each data set suffers
from a systematic error with a variance that can be en-
ergy dependent and with covariance terms between energy
groups. This unknown systematic error is not common
between data sets, however, it is supposed that they have
the same covariance matrix for each energy grouped data
set.
The parameters of the Pade´ approximants together
with the estimated covariance matrix, including corre-
lated and uncorrelated uncertainties, are derived from
the experimental data using an iterative GLS method.
The data base consists of a total of N data points
resulting from K different experiments or data sets (i =
1, ...,K). Each data set i contains ni results of different
measurements (j = 1, ..., ni). In the present example the
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TABLE VII. Estimates of the fission cross-section ratio resulting from an analysis of the experimental data sets specified
in Table XI of Appendix VI A. The results are obtained by applying the variance analysis method proposed by Badikov et
al. [35, 68], using Pade´ approximants as a model function and considering three different energy groups. The best estimates
together with the final covariance matrix are given for 11 incident neutron energies. The covariance matrix is represented by
the tabulated uncertainties and a correlation matrix.
Energy Ratio, µˆ Lower-triangle of the correlation matrix, ρ
8.0 0.5670 (28) 1.000
8.5 0.5705 (28) 0.995 1.000
9.0 0.5740 (28) 0.980 0.995 1.000
10.0 0.5811 (29) 0.916 0.949 0.976 1.000
11.0 0.5872 (31) 0.798 0.845 0.888 0.961 1.000
11.5 0.5884 (34) 0.707 0.751 0.794 0.880 0.971 1.000
12.0 0.5853 (42) 0.576 0.604 0.632 0.703 0.836 0.938 1.000
13.0 0.5469 (46) 0.525 0.541 0.551 0.549 0.535 0.543 0.585 1.000
14.0 0.5583 (48) 0.515 0.533 0.545 0.551 0.542 0.548 0.572 0.956 1.000
14.5 0.5744 (49) 0.528 0.541 0.548 0.542 0.531 0.548 0.603 0.967 0.978 1.000
15.0 0.5863 (49) 0.532 0.550 0.562 0.561 0.541 0.543 0.576 0.961 0.952 0.990 1.000
results within a data set are obtained from measurements
at a different incident neutron energy.
For each data set i and energy group m a systematic
error ηˆi,m is estimated by:
ηˆi,m =
1
ni
ni∑
j=1
(yij,m − f(Ej,m,θ)), (22)
where yij,m are the data belonging to the data set i with
energies Ej belonging to the energy group m. These val-
ues are used to provide estimates of the systematic error
ηˆm for each energy group m:
ηˆm =
1
K
K∑
i=1
ηˆi,m, (23)
together with its covariance matrix Cη. The diagonal and
off-diagonal terms of this matrix, which are denoted by
Cη,mm and Cη,m1m2 , respectively, are given by:
Cη,mm =
1
K − 1
K∑
i=1
(ηˆi,m − ηˆm)2 (24)
and
Cη,m1m2 =
1
K
K∑
i=1
ηˆi,m1 ηˆi,m2 − ηˆm1 ηˆm2 , (25)
with a constraint that:
Cη,m1m2 ≤ min [Cη,m1m1 , Cη,m2m2 ]. (26)
The variance of the distribution of the random error
for a given data set i and energy group m is estimated
from the formula
σˆ2i,m =
1
ni − 1
ni∑
j=1
(yij,m−f(Ej,m,θ)−ηˆi,m)2. (27)
These values form a covariance matrix D with only diag-
onal terms reflecting the contribution of random effects
due to, e.g., counting statistics.
The total covariance matrix, i.e., the sum of the co-
variance matrices Cη and D due to systematic and ran-
dom effects, respectively, is used in a GLS analysis to
derive new estimates of the parameters θ and their co-
variance matrix Cθ of the Pade´ approximants. These
new estimates are then introduced to start a new itera-
tion sequence. The process is repeated until convergence
is reached. From the final values (θ,Cθ) the estimates
of the ratio R8/5 together with its covariance matrix are
derived.
This method was applied using the 11 fission cross sec-
tion ratio data sets specified in Table III. The results
between 8 MeV and 15 MeV were analyzed considering
three energy groups: [8, 10.33] MeV, [10.33, 12.66] MeV
and [12.66, 15] MeV. The results are summarized in Ta-
bles VI, VIII and VII.
Table VI reports for each data set i the average relative
uncertainties derived from the ratio of the uncertainty and
the best estimate for each of the three energy groups. The
average values derived from the reported total uncertain-
ties, and the uncertainties due to systematic and random
effects are compared with the values derived from the sta-
tistical analysis method proposed by Badikov et al. [35].
The results in Table VI confirm the conclusions based on
Eqs. (19) and (20) that the uncertainties due to system-
atic effects reported by Toveson et al. [85], Behrens et
al. [87], Cierjacks et al. [89] and Lisowski et al. [92] might
be underestimated. In addition, there is an indication that
the uncertainties due to random effects reported for the
n TOF data (2) [86] and the data of Cierjacks et al. [89]
are overestimated, while those of Difilippo et al. [88] and
Tovesson et al. [85] are underestimated.
The covariance matrix due to systematic effects for the
three energy groups is given in Table VIII. The data in Ta-
ble VIII reveal a relatively strong energy dependence for
the uncertainty due to systematic effects. Such an energy
dependence is difficult to explain from an experimental
point of view, considering the relatively small energy re-
gion covered by the data points included in the analysis.
The values in Table VIII are not consistent with those
derived from a MLE analysis.
The final estimate of the cross section ratio, together
with its covariance matrix, is reported in Table VII. The
uncertainties for the ratio at 9 MeV and 10 MeV are
very close to those derived from a GLS analysis using
only the reported uncertainties without consideration of
contributions from USU. This is most probably due to the
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fact that the additional systematic effect is not treated
as a common source of uncertainty between the data sets.
Therefore, its impact will be reduced by increasing the
number of data points.
TABLE VIII. Results of the variance analysis proposed by
Badikov et al. [35] applied to cross-section ratio data specified
in the first column. The estimation of a systematic effect for
three energy groups is given together with the corresponding
covariance matrix. The covariance matrix is represented by the
square root of the diagonal terms and the correlation matrix.
Energy group
m (MeV)
√
Cη,m,m
µˆm
(%) Correlation matrix ρ
8–10.33 1.50 1.00
10.33–12.66 2.35 0.64 1.00
12.66–15 3.08 0.49 0.76 1.00
3. Discussion of Results Using Different Evaluation
Methods
We have offered results to demonstrate that if data are
analyzed in a consistent way there is almost no difference
in the results that can be attributed to: the interpolation
scheme (proxy function); treatment of correlated uncer-
tainty component; almost no PPP effect, etc. So one can
easily avoid such a source of discrepancies. Indeed, all our
analyses show similarly underestimated correlated uncer-
tainties for four datasets, independently of the method
used. However, there is a difference in treating the regions
individually or together in accounting for the correlated
uncertainty component.
With the assumption that the error model contains
an USU component, a rather consistent value of 0.6%
at 9 MeV was obtained by the various methods. The
estimated USU value at 10 MeV increases from 0.3% up
to 1.6%, showing a larger variability within the methods.
However this must be interpreted with caution, as several
datasets are consistent with an error model without USU.
Evidently, uncorrelated (not systematic) uncertainty
components (USU ) do not have a strong impact when a
large data base is available. However, it is difficult to iden-
tify if data suffer from a common systematic USU com-
ponent, and even more difficult to quantify the magni-
tude of that uncertainty if it exists. Undoubtedly, such
a hidden systematic uncertainty component will lead to
USU correlations that will have an impact and increase
the evaluated uncertainties.
D. USU in Highly-Enriched Uranium (HEU)
Criticality Experiments
Since the earliest years of applied nuclear technology,
integral systems of less complexity than full-scale systems
like nuclear power reactors, and commonly referred to as
benchmarks, have been used to validate or adjust differ-
ential nuclear data and to test simulation computational
procedures. This integral approach was the only practical
one decades ago7 when many fundamental nuclear data
needed for simulation computations often were either un-
known or insufficiently reliable. It was also perceived that
experiments on these integral systems, especially those
measuring criticality, were capable of generating far more
accurate and precise results than those involved in mea-
suring fundamental physics observables. Furthermore, due
to existing computational limitations, the attainable ac-
curacy of numerical simulations was lacking. Many such
integral experiments were performed and their results doc-
umented in the literature over a period of many decades.
Since most of these experiments cannot be repeated for
a variety of reasons, the importance of preserving these
data and accompanying information about the experi-
ments cannot be overemphasized.
Several years ago the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA) organized, and it continues to coordinate, an inter-
national project aimed at collecting and making readily
available detailed and verified information about bench-
mark experiments performed in different laboratories
worldwide since the earliest days of nuclear technology.
The main focus of this effort is on criticality safety matters.
This information resource continues to be used for vali-
dation and/or adjustment of nuclear data, among other
applications. The Handbook of International Criticality
Safety Benchmarks Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) [99]
contains a very large number of evaluations8 including
critical, near-critical, and subcritical configurations.
More recently, the improved quality and scope of evalu-
ated differential data, such as cross sections, as well as the
burgeoning power of computers and use of highly sophis-
ticated nuclear system models and simulation software,
have led to a narrowing of the agreement and accuracy
gaps between measured integral data (denoted in this sec-
tion as E) and corresponding calculation results (denoted
here as C). In fact, achievement of system C/E ratio val-
ues approaching unity to within better than 1% (= 1000
pcm) is now the expected norm for criticality parameters
such as neutron multiplication factor keff .
The large international effort devoted to the project of
evaluating, documenting, and cataloging integral data in
readily accessible, machine-usable formats is usually justi-
fied on the grounds that system simulations are likely to
continue to play an ever increasing role in future nuclear
technology development. Additionally, it is assumed that
integral data, which still tend to be considered as more
accurate, on average, than differential data, will continue
to be used to guide differential data development or to
adjust differential data to specific applications.
Is the broad general assumption that integral criticality
benchmark data are inherently more accurate than dif-
ferential data universally valid? Since quoted accuracies
that approach 0.1% for certain experimental criticality
integral data are fairly common, this would appear to be
a rather bold assumption. Could it be that instances of
USU may exist in some data from integral measurements,
7 Probably it is still the only one today as well.
8 This Handbook documents in excess of 5000 different integral
benchmark configurations.
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TABLE IX. List of HEU metallic bare (and fast spectrum)
assemblies from the ICSBEP Handbook [99]. The first five
configurations are spherical. The remaining thirteen are cylin-
drical assemblies with different height to radius ratios.
No. ICSBEP Label Short name Common name
1 HEU-MET-FAST-001 hmf001 Godiva
2 HEU-MET-FAST-008 hmf008 VNIIEF bare
3 HEU-MET-FAST-018 hmf018 VNIIEF Sphere
4 HEU-MET-FAST-100 hmf100-1 ORSphere-1
5 HEU-MET-FAST-100 hmf100-2 ORSphere-2
6 HEU-MET-FAST-015 hmf015 VNIIEF UnrCy1
7 HEU-MET-FAST-065 hmf065 VNIIEF UnrCy2
8 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-01 ORCEF-01
9 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-02 ORCEF-02
10 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-03 ORCEF-03
11 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-04 ORCEF-04
12 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-09 ORCEF-09
13 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-14 ORCEF-14
14 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-15 ORCEF-15
15 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-16 ORCEF-16
16 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-17 ORCEF-17
17 HEU-MET-FAST-051 hmf051-18 ORCEF-18
18 HEU-MET-FAST-080 hmf080 Calibana
a discarded, see text
especially since all criticality measurements involve us-
ing almost exactly the same technique? If so, this would
cause one to doubt that integral data are always the most
accurate. This is a valid question that merits further ex-
ploration. In this section, we examine this possibility of
USU existing in integral benchmark data by exploring a
relatively simple situation.
It is well understood that it is difficult to identify
sources of discrepancies and estimate uncertainties in
∆keff ≡ C−E comparisons for complicated integral bench-
marks that incorporate many types of materials and reac-
tion processes. Therefore, we have selected eighteen bare,
HEU criticality benchmarks from the ICSBEP catalog
that were found to be suitable for this exercise, owing to
their relative simplicity and very limited number of ma-
terials involved. Being ICSBEP benchmarks for critical
assemblies, the experimental values are usually given as a
keff close to unity with an uncertainty u. The given bench-
mark uncertainty includes both experimental uncertainty
as well approximations of the computational model of the
benchmark. The selected list, using identification codes
from the ICSBEP catalog, is given in Table IX, and ∆keff
comparison results are shown in Fig. 9.
Of these benchmarks, one of them (Caliban – HMF–
080) is excluded in Fig. 9. The model of the French Cal-
iban cylindrical assembly corresponds by far to the highest
calculated keff of all the benchmarks considered here, dif-
fering by nearly +1% (+1000 pcm ≡ parts per 100,000)
from the measured benchmark value of 1. A quick review
of the benchmark model and benchmark input data under-
taken by Oscar Cabellos9 revealed that the fissile material
mass calculated from the volumes and the densities in the
computational model is 0.5% higher than specified in the
9 Private communication, December 2016.
benchmark documentation. This would account for about
400 pcm of the discrepancy, which is therefore not to be
treated as an USU. However, this would still leave an addi-
tional discrepancy of about 500 pcm which could possibly
originate from an USU contribution. Further investiga-
tion of this benchmark and correction of its input data are
certainly merited before undertaking an USU analysis.
Differences ∆keff between the calculated keff and the
17 remaining benchmark values are shown in Fig. 9 for
IAEA CIELO [103, 104] (=ENDF/B-VIII.0 [53]), JEFF-
3.2 [105] and ENDF/B-VII.1 [102] nuclear data evalua-
tions.
Specific comments on the individual benchmark experi-
ments listed in Table IX have been discussed in Ref. [104].
Some additional comments on sources of ∆keff discrepan-
cies in these benchmarks, as well as a more general discus-
sion of discrepancies and the possibility of encountering
USU, appear below: The first five benchmarks listed in the
Table (with indexes 1–5) are highly enriched 235U spheres
(HEU). The benchmarks with indexes 6–17 are cylinders
with different geometries (ratios of the heights to the di-
ameters) consisting of two separated parts.
The ∆keff results for spherical benchmarks obtained
using different nuclear data libraries coincide practically
within the limits of statistical uncertainty of the Monte
Carlo simulation calculations, therefore discrepancies can-
not be assigned to nuclear data; those discrepancies are
clearly related to differences between the experimental
measurements and the computational models. We may
conclude that uncertainties estimated for the group of
spherical metal fast benchmarks 1–5 contain contribu-
tions from USU ; being that the spread of ∆keff of about
450 pcm (from ≈ −300 pcm for HMF-008 to ≈ +150 pcm
for HMF-100 benchmark). Note that the observed spread
should be compared with the average estimated experi-
mental uncertainty of about 100 pcm. The spread is a
factor of 4 larger than the declared (recognized) uncer-
tainty!
This is less obvious for a group of cylindrical bench-
marks (indexes 6–17), which shows a smaller spread than
the spherical ones. On average, all cylindrical benchmarks
exhibit lower calculated values by about 250 pcm than the
spherical benchmarks. At the same time, the estimated
experimental uncertainties given in the specifications for
the cylindrical benchmarks 12 to 17 are considered to be
unusually small.
As discussed above, the observed biases in ∆keff of
spherical metallic fast benchmarks cannot be removed
by any adjustments of the evaluated nuclear data used in
the analyses. This conclusion also does not depend on the
particular method or code used for the calculations of keff
(Monte Carlo, deterministic, etc.), provided that the same
code is used for all the benchmark calculations. Therefore,
additional factors that influence the ∆keff outcomes need
to be considered.
The most significant quantity in all these criticality ex-
periments is the mass of the assembled fissile material in
the benchmark assembly when it is close to the critical-
ity point (critical mass). Measured physical parameters
(other than nuclear data) that influence determination of
the critical mass are the geometry of the fissile material,
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Benchmark results for HEU metallic bare fast assemblies from ICSBEP benchmarks [99] are shown
for 17 of the 18 assemblies from Table IX (Caliban is excluded). The symbols are linked by lines to show the calculated
∆keff ≡ C − E values (expressed in pcm) obtained from using the three different nuclear-data libraries. Clearly, there are
significant discrepancies in ∆keff that exceed the assigned uncertainties.
its isotopic composition and density, the geometry and
material composition of the support structure, and char-
acteristics of the surrounding environment. The neutron
leakage from cylinders with various geometries is rather
sensitive to the energy-angular distribution of neutrons
scattered in the benchmark fissile material and less sensi-
tive for geometrically similar spheres. Uncertainties of the
physical parameters (e.g., dimensions) for manufactured
cylinders of fissile material are much smaller than those
for comparable spheres. Criticality measurements are very
sensitive to fissile material geometries. Errors in determin-
ing benchmark physical parameters, underestimation of
their uncertainties, failure to apply required corrections,
and deficiencies or simplifications in the models used in
simulations can affect the ∆keff comparisons significantly.
The excessive impact of these benchmarks on data val-
idation and/or data adjustment could be mitigated by
considering USU.
Numerical mistakes by an integral data evaluator in
cataloging the benchmark facility physical parameters for
the ICSBEP documentation could also occur. While this
might affect one or more experiments randomly (outliers),
it is unlikely to affect a collection of experiments of the
same type systematically, as observed here, unless all of
them were evaluated by the same individual. It should be
possible to resolve some of these sources of discrepancy
provided that adequate records were generated and well
maintained, and access to other important experimental
information (say from the original experimenter or evalua-
tor) could be obtained (see such an example below). Also,
some discrepancies could be removed by repeating mea-
surements or by rechecking some of the facility parameters
(dimensions, etc.). However, it would be difficult or even
impossible to do this for many of these benchmarks since,
for most of these experiments, the apparatus is no longer
assembled or operational. Thus, discrepancies that might
seem to be removable in principle might, for practical
reasons, be not amenable to correction.
Determination as to whether ∆keff discrepancies, such
as those mentioned in this section, can be resolved, or
whether USU components should be introduced, depends
on the individual situation. Owing to their importance, it
is imperative to examine the matter of possible USU con-
tributions for all 235U benchmarks with significant ∆keff
discrepancies. Doing so may lead to identifying additional
benchmark uncertainties, and that could be important
for those cases where unreasonably low-declared uncer-
tainties are reported. An action should be taken to en-
courage the ICSBEP project curators to assign experi-
enced benchmark evaluators to re-examine the afflicted
benchmarks, with the objective being to identify possi-
ble reasons for such large discrepancies and, if located, to
revise, as needed, the benchmark specifications, quoted
benchmark uncertainties, or the corresponding MCNP
computational models.
Finally, we offer an example where an existing inte-
gral benchmark discrepancy has been resolved. This fol-
lowed from the re-examination of a particular set of ORNL
sphere benchmarks that was performed in 2002 by Mi-
halczo et al. [106]. The revised keff obtained from this
work (0.9994 ± 0.0004), after converting the 235U abun-
dance of these benchmarks to conform to the density of
the Godiva I benchmark, is consistent with the Godiva I
experimental value (1.0000± 0.001).
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Average deviation of various measurements of the 235U(n,f) cross section in the 20 keV to 1 MeV energy
range from an early least-squares evaluation by Poenitz (1970) [107]. The more recent evaluations are not shown to improve
visibility. They are generally slightly higher than the Poenitz evaluation.
E. Resolving USU and Unmanageable Situations
This section includes four examples that illustrate sit-
uations where it would be either impossible, or at best
inconclusive or impractical, to try to identify and quantify
USU, due simply to circumstances or a lack of adequate
information. Often, such impossibility is linked to experi-
mental data that have been improperly corrected (or not
corrected at all) for a particular physical effect.
1. The 235U(n,f) Cross Section as a Function of Time
The first example that we discuss here involves the
anomalous behavior of measured 235U(n,f) cross sections
as a function of time over the period 1940 to mid 1980.
Fig. 10 shows these results. The data in this plot are the
average deviations from a 1970 evaluation reported by
Poenitz [107] of various measurements and evaluations of
the 235U(n,f) cross section in the 20 keV to 1 MeV energy
range. These 235U(n,f) cross section data were particu-
larly high in value for the first measurements that were
made compared to the Poenitz evaluation [107]. Even up
to the early 1960s the cross-section values still appear to
be abnormally high. Apparently, for these earliest works
the experimental conditions were not the best for such
measurements to be made, thus leading to a distinct bias
which, if it had been suspected in those times, could have
been considered as due to an USU effect.
It has been conjectured that difficulties in quantifying
and correcting for backgrounds accurately may be a large
factor in this discrepant trend. Since 235U(n,f) is a non-
threshold reaction, with large cross sections at low energy,
it is particularly vulnerable to the effects of scattered neu-
trons which are inevitably lower in energy than primary
neutrons. Often a determination of the background effects
will be underestimated. Thus the reaction-rate measure-
ment will contain some background contributions that, if
underestimated, will lead to a larger cross section. This ar-
gument seems reasonable since more modern experiments
are designed with improved determination and reduction
of backgrounds. Attention to this effect has led to lower
cross-section value determinations in more recent times.
So, in general, the later investigations appear to have
learned from the problems and difficulties of the earlier
work, thus leading to more reliable data. While it is not
known for certain that above-mentioned background prob-
lems can explain all the differences noted for the oldest
experiments, where the effect is quite large, or if the ex-
perimental conditions of these older measurements could
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Selected measurements of the 10B(n,α) cross section compared with the IAEA Neutron Standards
evaluation adopted into the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library [52, 53].
be better established so that corrections could be made
now and the possibility of quantifiable USU sought, it is
probably more practical to simply reject the older results,
especially in those cases where the work is poorly docu-
mented, than to try and rescue these data, or to arbitrarily
try to increase their uncertainties.
2. Particle Leakage Effect with Ionization Chambers
The second example we consider here illustrates that
unforeseen problems can arise from the introduction of
new and presumed more sophisticated measurement tech-
niques if initially they are not completely understood.
Many measurements of the 10B(n,α)7Li and
6Li(n,t)4He standard cross sections with charged-
particle detection performed using ionization chambers
have problems with separation of the reaction-product
detector signals, especially at neutron energies in the
high-MeV energy range. The use of multi-grid Frisch
ionization chambers, with digitalization of the signals and
full kinematic analysis, was introduced to enable better
separation of events from the different reaction products,
e.g., see [108]. However, it was discovered that there exists
a problem when both reaction products are emitted in
the same (or nearly the same) direction in the chamber.
An analysis of the resulting signal would determine that
it does not possess the proper characteristics for one of
the reaction products and it would be rejected. This
effect has been called particle leaking. It leads to a loss
of events and thus a systematically lower cross section.
An example of this effect is seen in the measurements
of 10B(n,α)7Li performed on two separate occasions at
the same laboratory using the same multi-grid fission
chamber, by Zhang et al. in 2002 [109] and by Zhang et
al. in 2011 [110]. For the earlier measurements, it was not
known that particle leaking had occurred. Thus, the mea-
sured cross sections were significantly lower than other
measurements, as is seen in Fig. 11. Initially these data
could have been considered to have had an USU com-
ponent. For the later measurements it was understood
that particle leaking can occur in such experiments, and
a more complete kinematic analysis was carried out to
remove its effect. Those data agree with recent measure-
ments, such as those of Giorginis and Khryachkov [108]
who understood the particle leaking problem, as is shown
in Fig. 11.
Thus measurements with ionization chambers that do
not take particle leakage into account, and for which the
particle leaking effect cannot be corrected, should not be
considered as containing a correctable USU contribution.
A component of uncertainty should not be added to these
data to compensate for a deficient correction of raw ex-
perimental data. In most cases it would be best to discard
such data when it is known or assumed that such a cor-
rection was not made.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Selected measurements of the 232Th(n,γ) cross section compared with the IAEA Th-U CRP evalua-
tion [116, 117].
3. 232Th(n,γ) Measurement with Complications Due to
Water in the Sample
The third example is illustrative of the influence that
a sample-related impurity that is difficult to identify and
quantify, and that can lead to measured cross-section re-
sults that cannot be easily corrected, can have on the
experimental results.
Neutron capture cross-section measurements made us-
ing the activation technique are sometimes performed
using rather thick samples, thereby requiring corrections
for neutron multiple scattering and interfering reactions.
The scattering of incident neutrons in these samples re-
duces the average neutron energy. In some cases, when
the sample is a hygroscopic chemical compound that can
absorb a substantial amount of water impurity, the effect
can be large. This results from scattering on hydrogen
and oxygen in the sample that also will significantly re-
duce the average neutron energy (due to light hydrogen
and oxygen atoms assuming considerable recoil energy).
Furthermore, due to the increase of capture cross sections
at lower neutron energy, this will effectively increase the
sample activation and the cross section derived from the
data if left uncorrected. However, while correction for this
effect is possible in principle, it requires knowledge of the
exact amount of water in each sample. This is usually
very difficult, if not impossible, to determine. Also, for
obvious reasons it could be variable during the course of
the experiment.
Early neutron capture activation measurements by
Stavisskii and Tolstikov [111] and Tolstikovet al. [112]
with sealed 232Th oxide samples are shown in Fig. 12. As
later measurements were made of this cross section with
metal samples, it became clear that cross sections derived
from these earlier data were significantly larger than those
obtained with metal samples. Not all measured experimen-
tal data sets are shown in Fig. 12. Although the authors
tried to avoid water absorption in their samples, it was
found later that the increase of the capture cross section
could be explained qualitatively by the presence of water
in those samples. Initially this difference might have been
considered to be due to an USU effect. However, in this
case, the physical origin of the discrepancy became known
but no correction for the neutron multiple scattering due
to hydrogen and subsequent capture in 232Th, could be
made. Therefore, a large uncertainty (not an USU com-
ponent) should be assigned to these data if they are to be
considered for evaluation purposes. An equivalent (and
perhaps best) alternative is to discard these uncorrected
data and not use them for data evaluation.
Later measurements were made by Wisshak et al. [113]
using the time-of-flight technique and direct detection of
gammas with a total absorption detector. A thorough
analysis of all corrections with different components of
uncertainty was performed. Results from this work also
show some increase of the capture cross section below
12 keV, as is shown in Fig. 12. This increase in the cross
section cannot be explained by any physical effects con-
sidered in model calculations. Two new independent mea-
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surements by Borella et al. [114] and Aerts et al. [115],
that also are shown in Fig. 12, are very consistent and
do not exhibit this energy dependence. The origin of this
deviation in the Wisshak et al. data is not clear, and an
USU component should be assigned to these data below
12 keV. Aerts et al. [115] also came to the following con-
clusion: ... that many of the discrepancies with previous
experiments, when exceeding the reported systematic un-
certainties, could be explained by unrecognized errors in
the normalization procedures, affecting the whole data set
in the same way, or by insufficient corrections to back-
ground estimations, applied weighting functions, or flux
determinations .... This conclusion conforms well with the
present conceptualization of USU.
4. Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) vs Time-of-Flight
(TOF) for (n,γ) Cross-section Measurements
The fourth example illustrates large systematic dif-
ferences between two methods of measurement of the
same physical quantity that may suggest the need for
yet unidentified corrections and additional uncertainty of
an USU nature. AMS and TOF represent two indepen-
dent and complementary techniques, e.g., for cross section
measurements. Fig. 13 shows results for four neutron cap-
ture reactions for the specific case of 30 keV Maxwellian-
Averaged Cross Sections (MACS). For these reactions
both AMS and TOF measurements had been performed
recently as they are of particular interest to nuclear as-
trophysics.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Ratio of Maxwellian Averaged Cross
Sections (MACS) for neutron induced capture reactions at
30 keV measured with Time-of-Flight (TOF) vs. Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry (AMS) measurements.
AMS measurements are independent of the half-lives of
the reaction products. The combination of activation and
subsequent AMS measurement of the same quantities was
applied for a range of measurements. The AMS method
is a two-step process: the first step is the irradiation of a
sample (based on the standard activation technique). The
second step is the subsequent AMS detection of the reac-
tion product. The experimental cross section is calculated
from two quantities, the isotope ratio (conversion ratio),
which is directly measured by AMS, and the neutron flu-
TABLE X. Comparison of Maxwellian Averaged Cross Sec-
tions (MACS) for neutron induced capture reactions at 30 keV
measured with TOF vs AMS measurements. All cross sections
are given in mb.
Reaction AMS data TOF data Ratio
35Cl(n,γ) 8.33(0.32) [118] 9.39(0.29) [122] 0.89 (0.04)
40Ca(n,γ) 6.18(0.37) [119] 6.7(0.70) [123] 0.92 (0.10)
54Fe(n,γ) 26.7(1.10) [120] 30.8(1.60) [124] 0.87 (0.06)
58Ni(n,γ) 30.4(2.3) [121] 34.1(1.70) [125, 126] 0.89 (0.08)
Average 0.89
ence. The fluence is usually determined independently,
e.g., in case of the neutron irradiations from gold monitor
foils simultaneously irradiated with the samples10. The
particular advantage of the AMS method is that the cross
section is determined by the measured isotope ratio only,
completely independent of the sample mass and the decay
properties of the product nucleus.
In a series of irradiations at Karlsruhe Intitute of Tech-
nology (KIT), neutron capture reactions for a 25–keV
Maxwell-Boltzmann neutron energy distribution were
studied, mainly for reactions that are relevant for s-process
nucleosynthesis. AMS data obtained from such identical
activations are used here, but they were converted into 30-
keV MACS values for a direct comparison with TOF data.
TOF measurement techniques have been well-established
for several decades. In TOF, usually the prompt signature
from the de-excitation of the reaction product is mea-
sured and used to generate a cross-section value. This
approach involves different and also more sophisticated
data processing procedures compared to AMS. The TOF
data plotted here are based on measurements at ORELA
(35Cl, 40Ca and 58Ni) and n TOF/CERN (54Fe and 58Ni).
In the activation reaction studies for AMS, the irradia-
tion setup was designed such that the integrated neutron
energy distribution resembled closely a Maxwellian dis-
tribution. Thus the measured cross section approximated
an energy-averaged value. In TOF the energy-dependent
cross sections are folded with the respective neutron flux
energy-distribution for the MACS. There are no correla-
tions between these two techniques. We find a systematic
deviation between the two methods as seen in Table X.
AMS data are systematically lower by about 11% com-
pared to TOF data for these four reactions. In general,
AMS measurements are normalized to reference mate-
rials which are independent from each other, and thus
there is no correlation in AMS between different reac-
tions. AMS and TOF data were both acquired at two
different laboratories (Univ. of Vienna and TU Munich,
and ORELA and n TOF, respectively). Currently, it is
not known what the cause for this systematic deviation
could be. The uncertainties of these ratios are generally
lower than the observed deviation, leading to a potential
estimate of an USU value. For instance, a numerical value
for an USU contribution could be assumed to be the min-
imum deviation that make all measured data statistically
consistent. If so, this could be estimated to be 5–7%.
10 Note that the revised Au cross section value [52] was applied for
all AMS data.
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VI. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper explores the problem of identifying and esti-
mating “Unrecognized Sources of Uncertainties” (USU ).
These were formally defined in Sect. IV B as those un-
certainties for which one has at present no or only very
limited understanding of their cause. USU contributions
adversely impact the accuracy and precision of quantify-
ing an observable. When we speak here of an observable,
it is understood as an evaluated quantity, specifically, in
the field of nuclear data evaluation. But the recommen-
dations presented here might apply beyond this narrow
field.
The USU component is assumed here to become evi-
dent by comparing several experimental data sets used as
input for evaluating the desired nuclear physics quantities,
or derived from specially designed experiments and anal-
ysis procedures. The latter option is preferred, but it is
often not available. If USU contributions are apparent for
these data, the resulting evaluated data and uncertainties
may be biased and the uncertainties incorrectly estimated.
In many cases, the latter will be underestimated. As nu-
clear data are the input for computational simulations
of nuclear application systems, these simulations can be
hampered by USU contributions that affect evaluated
mean values. Moreover, if the evaluated uncertainties are
distinctly underestimated, so will be the simulated safety,
economic and operational margins of these systems com-
puted from flawed estimates of the uncertainties. Hence,
it is of importance to identify and estimate the effect of
these USU.
It should be emphasized that USU refers to “unrecog-
nized” sources of uncertainties as the term implies. That
means that before considering the possibility of USU ef-
fects, all known sources of biases and uncertainties should
be addressed, estimated, and corrected for to the best of
our knowledge. A detailed analysis of uncertainty evalua-
tion by the experimentalists may hopefully reduce the
need for hidden errors or unrecognized sources of un-
certainty (USU ). More specifically, clearly wrong data
should be rejected as they have the potential to bias the
resulting mean values as well as significantly affecting
the evaluated uncertainties. Known biases should be cor-
rected, e.g., by updating to the newest standard refer-
ence cross-section or half-life values. A detailed uncer-
tainty quantification (UQ) exercise should be undertaken
using the literature that is pertinent to the respective
data set. Furthermore, it should be investigated whether
known sources of uncertainties for this particular measure-
ment type are missing and should be added. Templates of
expected uncertainties [59–63] for specific measurement
types can help identify and estimate these missing covari-
ances. Once all these steps have been completed for all
input data of an evaluation, and still an unexplained scat-
ter in the data considering their standard deviations is
observed, one should take recourse to identifying whether
USU components are present and estimate them.
In Sect. IV C, methods are given concerning how to
search for clues to identify that USU effects need to be
quantified. Several approaches to estimating USU effects
are presented in Sect. IV D. These identification meth-
ods and estimation approaches were illustrated by several
examples in Section V.
The 252Cf(sf) νtotevaluation was chosen as a first exam-
ple since USU estimation techniques were applied for the
recent Neutron Standards evaluation [52]. However, this
example highlights that what was perceived as a possible
contribution from USU for this evaluation could be traced
back to incomplete UQ steps mentioned in the paragraph
above before undertaking to quantify USU. Considera-
tion of many of the USU clues indicated that there is no
need to quantify USU for this specific example. However,
one considered clue highlighted the point that uncertain-
ties of single experiments and correlations between them
might be missing. This emphasizes again the importance
of an adequate uncertainty quantification based on known
physics considerations for experimental data rather than
using USU contributions as a cover-up for avoiding the
hard work of seeking to identify all possible objective
(non-USU ) sources of uncertainty.
An example of dealing with α-counting experiments
illustrated how the clues can be used to identifying non-
correlated USU effects and approaches to estimating
them. Another example explored the large scatter in cal-
culated versus experimental criticality values of metal,
fast neutron spectrum, highly enriched uranium critical-
ity benchmarks. It was discussed in detail that in all
but one case no obvious physics reason for the spread
in the data nor missing uncertainties of the size of the
scatter could be identified. Hence, it was recommended
that USU effects could account for the unknown spread
in these data until it is resolved.
In the same vein, an example was shown where the (n,γ)
cross sections of several isotopes experimentally deter-
mined by the TOF flight technique differed systematically
from those obtained via the AMS approach. While an un-
corrected bias in one or both measurement techniques is
evident from just looking at the data, no physics expla-
nation exists to date to resolve this difference. These two
latter cases are typical ones where USU is the last resort
providing realistic uncertainties quantifying the limited
present-day knowledge for a combination of data.
Also, examples of resolved USU cases were shown in
order to highlight how they were turned into a known
sources of uncertainty in the past. For instance, three
examples were given (235U(n,f) cross sections as a func-
tion of time, particle leakage effects in ionization cham-
bers, and 232Th(n,γ) measurements adversely impacted
by water in the sample) where the need to introduce an
USU component could be avoided by understanding the
physics effect causing the scatter in the data. In these
cases, it was recommended to reject data that cannot
be corrected for this effect rather than increasing uncer-
tainties of the data with an introduced uncertainty con-
tribution attributed to USU. This recommendation is
based on the fact that the evaluated mean values might
be biased by clearly wrong data from a physics point of
view if the uncertainties are just increased rather than
the mean values corrected. These examples also showcase
that USU effects can be reduced or even eliminated by
studying the physics cause for the discrepancy in the data
by dedicated experiments that are designed to investigate
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the possible effects.
One example of USU effects, formulated by consider-
ing measurements of neutron-induced fission cross-section
ratios of 238U/235U, highlighted the point that different
USU estimation approaches result in slightly different but
yet consistent evaluated mean values and uncertainties.
Under/overestimation of reported uncertainties have been
found. This example illustrated the subjective nature of
estimating the effect of USU. However, this subjectivity
does not apply only to estimating USU effects but also
holds true for evaluating mean values and covariances
in general. After all, these derived values depend on the
evaluation techniques utilized, input data selected and
subjective choices made on the parameters of models, cor-
rections of experimental data and on methods for estimat-
ing covariances of both, model and experiment. Hence, our
evaluated results are always subjective—with and with-
out consideration of USU. However, if one neglects adding
obviously necessary contributions from USU to uncertain-
ties of input data, the evaluated mean values might be
more biased and the evaluated uncertainties will be un-
derestimated, in turn, adversely impacting application
calculations.
Methods were suggested during the course of the
present investigation on how to update the Neutron Data
Standards evaluation with an improved formulation of
contributions from USU. These approaches will be ap-
plied in the future for this particular evaluation effort.
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APPENDIX
The Appendix contains three subsections: one where
the numerical input data used in Sect. V C are listed
(see VI A), a second one that includes a comprehensive ex-
planation of the Maximum Likelihood estimation method
(see VI B), and finally a third one, covering the Physical
Uncertainty Bounds method (see VI C).
A. 238U/235U Fission Cross-section Ratio
Measurements
A search for USU components was under-
taken for eleven selected experimental data sets of
238U/235U neutron-induced fission cross-section ratio.
The datasets and corresponding recognized uncertainties,
as estimated for the GMAP least-squares evaluation
code input, are listed in Table XI.
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TABLE XI: Selected absolute 238U/235U cross-section ratio data from 8.0 up to 15 MeV. En is the incident neutron energy. R8/5
is the cross-section ratio. u, uη, unorm, and utot are the cross-section ratio uncorrelated, correlated, normalization, and total
uncertainty components, correspondingly. u1, u2, u3, u4, and u5 are additional MERC (Medium Energy Range Correlations)
uncertainty components as used in GMAP. All uncertainties are given in %.
En, MeV Ratio R8/5 u, % uη, % u1, % u2, % u3, % u4, % u5, % unorm, % utot, %
F. Tovesson et al. [85], EXFOR=14402009, normalization uncertainty of 3% was proposed by the authors
7.99 0.577 0.311 0.454 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.89
8.27 0.576 0.315 0.461 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.90
8.56 0.577 0.320 0.409 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.87
8.86 0.577 0.326 0.375 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.86
9.17 0.584 0.333 0.323 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.84
9.50 0.581 0.340 0.601 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.98
9.83 0.586 0.348 0.516 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.94
10.2 0.586 0.357 0.386 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.88
10.5 0.585 0.366 0.538 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.96
10.9 0.591 0.374 0.447 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.91
11.3 0.592 0.384 0.454 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.92
11.7 0.599 0.392 0.668 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.04
12.1 0.592 0.400 0.631 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.02
12.5 0.570 0.406 0.484 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.94
13.0 0.555 0.410 0.557 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.98
13.4 0.551 0.409 0.526 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.97
13.9 0.563 0.405 0.512 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.96
14.4 0.575 0.402 0.461 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.93
14.9 0.592 0.400 0.499 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.95
15.4 0.602 0.400 0.531 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.97
PPAC-TILT2 C. Paradela et al. [86], n TOF
7.586 0.6052 1.58 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.34
8.318 0.5809 1.62 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.37
9.120 0.5843 1.70 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.43
10.00 0.6005 1.67 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.41
10.96 0.5877 1.75 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.46
12.02 0.5947 1.76 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.47
13.18 0.5928 1.63 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.38
14.45 0.6003 1.60 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.36
15.85 0.6408 1.56 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.33
PPAC-TILT1 C. Paradela et al. [86], n TOF
7.586 0.5943 2.52 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.54
8.318 0.5812 2.55 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.57
9.120 0.5659 2.66 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.64
10.00 0.5938 2.69 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.70
10.96 0.6023 2.79 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.74
12.02 0.5947 2.88 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.81
13.18 0.5928 2.85 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.78
14.45 0.6003 2.69 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.67
15.85 0.6408 2.58 2.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.59
PPAC-PERP C. Paradela et al. [86], n TOF
7.586 0.5793 1.35 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.61
8.318 0.5689 1.38 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.62
9.120 0.5683 1.42 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.64
10.00 0.5782 1.48 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.66
10.96 0.5869 1.52 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.67
12.02 0.6005 1.56 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.70
13.18 0.5763 1.52 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.71
14.45 0.5958 1.43 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.64
15.85 0.6136 1.39 3.00 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.55
FIC C. Paradela et al. [86], n TOF
7.499 0.6105 2.17 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.32
8.414 0.5626 2.22 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.35
9.441 0.5550 2.19 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.34
10.59 0.5486 2.37 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.43
11.88 0.5729 2.47 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.48
13.33 0.5587 2.46 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.48
14.96 0.5750 2.36 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.42
16.79 0.6291 2.26 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.37
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Continuation of Table XI
En, MeV Ratio R8/5 u, % uη, % u1, % u2, % u3, % u4, % u5, % unorm, % utot, %
J.W. Behrens et al. [87]
7.648 0.5751 1.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4
7.930 0.5607 1.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4
8.229 0.5649 1.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4
8.545 0.5587 1.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.5
8.879 0.5671 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.5
9.234 0.5633 1.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4
9.610 0.5762 1.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4
10.01 0.5626 1.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.5
10.44 0.5735 1.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.5
10.89 0.5711 1.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.5
11.37 0.5767 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.6
11.89 0.5627 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.6
12.44 0.5414 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.6
13.04 0.5367 1.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.7
13.67 0.5543 1.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.7
14.36 0.5588 1.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.8
15.10 0.5800 1.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.8
15.89 0.5973 1.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.9
F.C. Difilippo et al. [88]
7.650 0.5700 0.6 1.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
7.930 0.5670 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
8.230 0.5700 0.6 1.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
8.545 0.5630 0.6 1.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
8.880 0.5700 0.6 1.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.4
9.235 0.5750 0.6 1.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.4
9.615 0.5730 0.7 1.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
10.00 0.5690 0.7 1.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
10.45 0.5720 0.8 1.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
10.90 0.5780 0.8 1.0 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.4
11.35 0.5850 0.9 1.0 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
11.90 0.5600 0.9 1.0 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.5
12.45 0.5410 0.9 1.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.4
13.00 0.5320 0.9 1.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.4
13.65 0.5340 1.0 1.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.4
14.35 0.5510 1.0 1.0 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.4
15.10 0.5740 1.0 1.0 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.4
S. Cierjacks et al. [89] (SHAPE)
7.443 0.5584 3.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.4
7.748 0.5543 3.0 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.2
8.050 0.5697 3.1 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.3
8.346 0.5503 2.9 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.1
8.635 0.5604 2.9 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.1
8.939 0.5564 2.8 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.0
9.259 0.5645 2.8 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.0
9.539 0.5432 2.8 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.0
9.833 0.5727 2.7 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.9
10.14 0.5685 2.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.8
10.46 0.5849 2.7 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.9
10.73 0.5697 2.8 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.0
11.05 0.5727 2.6 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.8
11.34 0.5920 2.6 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.8
11.64 0.5747 2.6 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.8
11.96 0.5859 2.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.7
12.16 0.5828 3.0 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.2
12.37 0.5564 3.0 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.2
12.59 0.5401 2.9 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.1
12.81 0.5238 2.8 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 3.0
13.03 0.5422 2.7 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.9
13.27 0.5432 2.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.8
13.50 0.5594 2.6 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.8
13.75 0.5371 2.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.8
14.00 0.5594 2.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.7
14.26 0.5614 2.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.7
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En, MeV Ratio R8/5 u, % uη, % u1, % u2, % u3, % u4, % u5, % unorm, % utot, %
14.53 0.5523 2.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.7
14.80 0.5768 2.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.6
15.09 0.5940 2.2 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.5
M.S. Coates et al. [90] (SHAPE)
7.617 0.6113 1.9 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5
7.800 0.5866 1.9 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5
7.989 0.5908 1.9 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5
8.186 0.5785 1.9 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5
8.389 0.5693 1.9 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5
8.601 0.5826 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
8.821 0.5651 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
9.049 0.5774 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
9.286 0.5856 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
9.533 0.5723 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
9.790 0.5591 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
10.06 0.5856 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
10.33 0.5723 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
10.62 0.5845 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
10.93 0.5845 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
11.24 0.5918 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
11.57 0.5856 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
11.92 0.5743 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
12.28 0.5580 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
12.66 0.5621 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
13.05 0.5478 1.8 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
13.47 0.5457 1.7 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
13.90 0.5375 1.7 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
14.36 0.5293 1.7 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
14.83 0.5610 1.7 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
15.34 0.5498 1.7 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
O. Shcherbakov et al. [91]
7.679 0.5699 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.7
7.932 0.5598 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.7
8.197 0.5626 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.7
8.477 0.5576 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.7
8.771 0.5600 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.7
9.080 0.5607 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.7
9.406 0.5647 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.7
9.751 0.5655 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.7
10.11 0.5671 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
10.50 0.5715 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
10.91 0.5768 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
11.34 0.5706 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
11.79 0.5673 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
12.28 0.5582 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
12.80 0.5449 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
13.35 0.5407 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
13.93 0.5470 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.1
14.56 0.5610 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.0
15.23 0.5886 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 2.0
P.W. Lisowski et al. [92], priv. comm. (01-29-1997)
7.441 0.5985 1.15 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.49
7.668 0.5706 1.17 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.50
7.902 0.5663 1.19 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.52
8.142 0.5677 1.17 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.50
8.390 0.5668 1.16 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.50
8.646 0.5767 1.16 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.50
8.909 0.5744 1.18 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.51
9.180 0.5786 1.20 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.53
9.460 0.5935 1.20 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.53
9.748 0.5782 1.23 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.55
10.04 0.5940 1.24 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.56
10.35 0.5746 1.28 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.59
10.67 0.5866 1.30 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.61
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En, MeV Ratio R8/5 u, % uη, % u1, % u2, % u3, % u4, % u5, % unorm, % utot, %
10.99 0.5818 1.34 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.64
11.32 0.5911 1.35 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.65
11.67 0.6019 1.38 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.67
12.03 0.5858 1.39 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.68
12.39 0.5823 1.40 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.69
12.77 0.5516 1.43 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.71
13.16 0.5357 1.44 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.72
13.56 0.5526 1.41 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.70
13.97 0.5597 1.40 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.69
14.40 0.5860 1.36 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.66
14.84 0.5740 1.38 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.67
15.29 0.6072 1.36 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.66
B. Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum likelihood estimation is an established
method in statistics that is used to infer unknown pa-
rameters of a probability distribution from data. Assume
a probability distribution L(D |θ) that gives the likeli-
hood for the realization of any potential measurement
D under a specific choice of values for the distribution
parameters θ. In maximum likelihood estimation, the val-
ues of θ are chosen to maximize the likelihood for the
actually observed data Dobs. This estimation technique is
general and not bound to a specific choice of probability
distribution.
In nuclear data evaluation, the most commonly em-
ployed distribution is the multivariate normal distribution
whose functional form is given by
N (y |µ(θ),C) = 1√
(2pi)N det C
×
exp
(
−1
2
(y − µ(θ))TC−1(y − µ(θ))
)
, (28)
where N denotes the number of elements in y. This dis-
tribution is characterized by the the covariance matrix C,
and the center vector µ(θ) ≡ f(x; θ), which is derived
from the model function f(x;θ).
To illustrate the maximum likelihood approach in com-
bination with the multivariate normal distribution, let us
consider the case of a known diagonal covariance matrix
C with all elements Cii = u
2
i and an unknown center
vector µ. Additionally, we impose the requirement that
all elements in µ are the same, i.e., µi = µ. Given the
actually observed yobs, the task is to find a vector µˆ so
that N (yobs | µˆ,C) yields the maximal value among all
possible choices for µ. In this particular case, the solution
can be obtained analytically. First, we take the natural
logarithm of Eq. (28) as this transformation does not
affect the position of the maximum,
logN (yobs |µ,C) = −
N
2
log(2pi)− 1
2
log(det C)
− 1
2
(yobs − µ)TC−1(yobs − µ). (29)
Using the fact that C is diagonal, and the other structural
assumptions, the right hand side can be rewritten as
−N
2
log(2pi)−N log δ − 1
2
N∑
i=1
(yobs,i − µ)2
δ2
. (30)
Finally, to maximize this expression we calculate the
derivative with respect to µ and see for which value of
µ it vanishes. It turns out that the arithmetic mean
µˆ = 1/N
∑N
i=1 yobs,i maximizes N (yobs |µ,C). This ex-
ample illustrated that in certain scenarios analytical for-
mulas exist to perform maximum likelihood estimation.
However, when the unknown distribution parameters
appear in the covariance matrix, usually no analytical
formulas exist and a numerical optimization routine is
needed. We discuss this case here in the context of the
determination of a covariance matrix associated with con-
sideration of contributions from USU. We assume the re-
lationship y = µ+ ε+ δ between the measurements and
the true values, and that all random vectors on the right-
hand side are multivariate normal and independent, i.e.,
µ ∼ N (µprior,Cprior), ε ∼ N (0,Cε), and δ ∼ N (0,Cδ).
The specification of a distribution for µ is equivalent to
imposing prior knowledge in the Bayesian framework.
The sum of independent random vectors governed by
multivariate normal distributions is also multivariate nor-
mal y ∼ N (µ,Ctot) and its center vector and covariance
matrix are given as the sum of the individual center vec-
tors and covariance matrices, respectively,
µ = µprior and Ctot = Cprior + Cε + Cδ . (31)
If all variables are known except some elements in Cδ,
we can again use the maximum likelihood approach to
estimate them. If the vector y contains the measurements,
the unknown elements in Cδ have to be chosen in order
to maximize N (y, |µprior,Ctot). Because the probability
distribution converted to logarithmic form has the max-
imum at the same location as the original one and the
removal of constants and common factors does not change
the location either, this maximization problem is equiva-
lent to minimizing
log det Ctot + (y − µprior)TC−1tot(y − µprior) , (32)
which can be done using a numerical optimization rou-
tine, such as the BFGS algorithm [30]. It is noteworthy
that the first term on the right hand side is within a con-
stant factor proportional to the differential entropy of a
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multivariate normal distribution, and the second term is
the generalized χ2 value. As entropy can be regarded as
a measure of model complexity and the generalized χ2
value as a measure for goodness of fit, the minimization
of Eq. (32) aims to find a model that strikes a balance
between simplicity and goodness of fit to the data.
C. Applying the PUBs Methodology to Estimate
252Cf(sf) νtot Uncertainty Bounds
The Physical Uncertainty Bounds (PUBs) Method by
Vaughan and Preston [83] was applied to investigate
whether the previous (0.13%) or current (0.42%) Stan-
dard 252Cf(sf) νtot uncertainties are more realistic given
all known uncertainties of the sub-processes applying to
the 15 252Cf(sf) νtot measurements used for the evalua-
tion.
Implicitly this analysis can answer the question as to
whether the previous Standard uncertainties were truly
underestimated given the information available on the
measurements. It was already discussed above that sta-
tistical methods indicate that the 252Cf(sf) νtot mea-
surements are statistically coherent and, hence, no
USU should apply in the traditional sense (i.e., un-
known sources of uncertainties). However, it was sus-
pected that the uncertainties were underestimated and
therefore USU components were added to the current
Neutron Standard uncertainties to account for that. The
PUBs analysis here will investigate whether this suspicion
is well-founded and if the added USU contribution (the
only difference between previous and current standard
uncertainties) accounted for that adequately.
To this end, we apply the PUBs methodology as out-
lined in Ref. [74] for estimating bounds on the 239Pu(n,f)
cross-sections as evaluated within the Neutron Standards
project. The only difference between the work here and
Ref. [74] is that 252Cf(sf) νtot is a scalar quantity and
hence no functional form and correlation matrices need to
be estimated. In the first step, the physics sub-processes
governing the 252Cf(sf) νtot measurements are identified.
The physics sub-processes depend distinctly on the mea-
surement type (boron-pile versus scintillators versus Mn
bath), as is highlighted in Table XII. For instance, a man-
ganese versus sulfur ratio reaction process does not apply
to boron pile or scintillator measurements.
In the second step, minimum realistic and conservative
bounds are quantified for each sub-process by taking into
account whether an uncertainty applies to all measure-
ments (e.g., PFNS uncertainty) or is reduced because it
is not fully correlated between measurements (e.g., sta-
tistical uncertainties). Also, uncertainties applying to all
types or only two out of three types of measurements are
quantified. A total minimum realistic and a conservative
upper PUBs bound for each measurement type is quan-
tified and shown in Fig. 14. It is noteworthy that the
conservative upper PUBs bound encloses at least 66% of
the mid-points of the experimental data indicating that
these bounds are realistic within their respective group,
consistent with Clue 3.
The total minimum realistic (0.23%) and conservative
PUBs uncertainty (0.38%), δm and δc, respectively, are
TABLE XII. The conservative PUBs and minimal realistic
uncertainties, δcl and δ
m
l , respectively, are listed for each sub-
process relevant to a particular measurement type or across
different measurement types. These values were extracted
from Refs. [127–129] and EXFOR entries of the respective
252Cf(sf) νtot measurements [130–142], considering how uncer-
tainties would be reduced if measured multiple times with the
same technique.
Uncertainty source δcl (%) δ
m
l (%)
Mn bath experiments only
H/Mn ratio 0.29 0.15
Impurities 0.05 0.02
Fast neutron capture in O/S 0.1 0.06
neutron leakage 0.08 0.04
Source capture 0.03 0.02
Mn resonance 0.09 0.07
S/Mn ratio 0.12 0.04
Mn eff. (rand.) 0.09 0.05
Source activ. 0.1 0.05
neutron attenuation 0.1 0.07
S/H ratio 0.073 0.073
Solid angle 0.15 0.11
Fission det. eff. 0.1 0.05
Statistics 0.04 0.02
252Cf(sf)self transfer 0.2 0.14
Scintillator experiments only
Delayed γ 0.1 0.07
MC neutron capture sim. 0.25 0.1
Det. eff. γ 0.2 0.1
neutron leakage (hole) 0.2 0.1
Statistical 0.1 0.07
Energy calibration 0.15 0.1
French effect 0.15 0.1
proton background 0.15 0.1
Boron pile experiments only
Statistics 0.09 0.09
Anisotropy (pile eff.) 0.285 0.2
neutron leakage 0.3 0.3
MC sim. det. eff. 0.59 0.27
Background 0.03 0.02
FC position 0.05 0.05
Boron pile and scintillators only
neutron after gate 0.1 0.05
Boron pile and Mn baths only
Mn bath calibr. 0.2 0.2
Applying to all experiments
deadtime 0.07 0.03
PFNS 0.12 0.05
multipl. scatt./p escape 0.11 0.08
calculated by
δm/c =
√√√√ 3∑
i,j=1
(Cm/c)−1ij
−1 (33)
with a covariance matrix Cm/c populated by the conser-
vative and minimal realistic variances vark and covari-
ances between uncertainties associated with the methods
k (manganese baths, scintillator and boron pile).
It is evident from Fig. 15 that the previous Neutron
Standards estimated uncertainty value of 0.13% is clearly
under-estimated, indicating that uncertainties of single
experimental data sets and correlations between experi-
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FIG. 14. (Color online) The conservative PUBs (upper panel)
and minimally realistic (lower panel) uncertainties for the
252Cf(sf) νtot per measurement type are compared to the pre-
vious [51] and current Standards [52] uncertainties.
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FIG. 15. (Color online) The total minimal realistic and con-
servative PUBs uncertainties of 252Cf(sf) νtot are compared
to those of the previous and current Standards. The previous
Standards uncertainty [51] is indicated to be underestimated
while the current uncertainty [52] is likely slightly overesti-
mated.
ments are missing. However, the current Neutron Stan-
dards uncertainty of 0.42% lies above the conservative
PUBs bound. Therefore, it is likely slightly over-estimated.
Given these results, it is obvious that a detailed uncer-
tainty quantification of the 252Cf(sf) νtot and all perti-
nent correlations between uncertainties of different exper-
iments is needed. The work of Croft [127] already took
important steps into this direction. However, questions
were raised regarding whether missing uncertainties for
single data sets were added and inter-experiment correla-
tions were accounted for.
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